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Non-Technical Summary
Prior to the submission of an application by Applethwaite Ltd to convert Holme Park
School, near Kendal, into dwellings, Greenlane Archaeology was commissioned to
carry out an architectural evaluation of the building. Holme Park School, formerly
known as Hill Top, is a Grade II Listed Building, and as the conversion work would be
likely to involve extensive alterations to the building, an architectural evaluation was
recommended prior to the submission of a planning application. The evaluation is
intended provide background information about the development of the building, both
in terms of its documentary history and physical structure, and would help determine
those areas of significance within its fabric.
The earliest evidence for any form of settlement at Hill Top only dates to 1663,
although it is undoubtedly the case that it pre-dates this. At this date the site was
apparently occupied by several properties, probably all farms, although at least one
is repeatedly referred to as a mansion. By the late 18th century two of these buildings,
including the mansion, appear to have been amalgamated into a single residence,
and it is likely that this was a substantial property. After passing through a succession
of owners, the estate was acquired by Ralph Fisher in 1807. He and his decedents
owned the house for three generations, and made a number of modifications and
improvements to the earlier building. At least some of these were almost certainly
carried out by the Websters of Kendal, a firm of well-known craftsmen and architects,
famous for their marble chimneypieces. The Fishers did not always live in the house,
however, and even attempted to sell it in 1818; by the late 1840s it was let, most
likely in two or more parts. The property was subsequently acquired, in 1864, by the
Earl of Bective, owner of Underley Hall, who also made a number of modifications.
Within the house these were generally not substantial, but they did involve
fashionable redecoration in an Arts and Crafts style, and major changes to the
gardens. During the late 20th century the house became a school, and as a result a
number of largely cosmetic alterations were made, principally comprising the addition
of partition walls and insertion of new doors.
An examination of the building revealed which phase of alteration the different
elements of the structure related to, and allowed an assessment of the significance of
the building to be made. A total of five phases of building and alterations were
revealed within the structure, although the principal surviving fabric and decoration is
a mix of late 18th to early 19th century and late 19th century styles. Many of these are
known or thought to be associated with well-known local architects, masons, and
designers, including the Websters of Kendal and Thomas Mawson of Windermere.
As a result, the building is an interesting mixture of styles added to an earlier core,
and produced by some of the leading craftsmen of the area.
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1.1.1 In advance of the submission of a Listed Building Consent application by
Applethwaite Ltd (hereafter ‘the client’), involving the creation of six dwellings by
converting Holme Park School, Hill Top, New Hutton, Cumbria (NGR SD 54784
91203), an architectural evaluation of the building was recommended by Graham
Darlington, the Conservation Officer at South Lakeland District Council. The
evaluation aims to establish the phasing and significance of all aspects of the
building, thus allowing the detailed proposals to be evaluated. The work will be based
on an English Heritage Level 3-type survey (English Heritage 2006) and guidelines
prepared by the Association of Local Government Archaeological Officers (ALGAO
1997).
1.1.2 It is proposed that the architectural evaluation inform any future planning
applications, particularly for Listed Building Consent, for works at Holme Park School
made by the client, and that it be submitted as supporting documentation with any
such application. Holme Park School is a Grade II Listed Building (Images of England
number 76693; English Heritage 2001a; Appendix 1), and is therefore considered to
be of local and regional architectural and historic importance and is statutorily
protected.
1.1.3 Greenlane Archaeology produced a project design (see accompanying CD)
and was commissioned to carry out this work. The on-site recording was undertaken
between the 2nd and 9th August 2007, following the completion of the first stage of the
desk-based assessment.

1.2

Location, Geology and Topography

1.2.1 Holme Park School is located approximately 4km south-east of Kendal town
centre, near New Hutton, on a road leading south from the A684, which itself runs
from Kendal towards Sedbergh (Fig 1). The building which the former school
occupied is called Hill Top and, as the name suggests, it sits at the top of a small hill,
at a height of around 200m above mean sea level.
1.2.2 The underlying solid geology is dominated by Bannisdale Slates and Coniston
Grits (Moseley 1978, plate 1), which is overlain by glacially derived boulder clay
(Countryside Commission 1998, 66). Hill Top lies in the east of the South Cumbria
Low Fells, which is typified by gently undulating topography dominated by pasture
(op cit, 64).
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2.1.1 The architectural investigation comprised three separate elements intended to
provide a suitable record of the structure, in line with English Heritage standards
(English Heritage 2006), the guidelines of the Institute of Field Archaeologists (IFA
2001), and advice from the Association of Local Government Archaeological Officers
(ALGAO 1997). In addition a desk-based assessment was carried out in accordance
with the project design (see accompanying CD), and a suitable archive was compiled
to provide a permanent paper record of the project and its results in accordance with
English Heritage and IFA guidelines (English Heritage 1991; Ferguson and Murray
n.d.).

2.2

Desk-Based Assessment

2.2.1 A desk-based assessment was carried out. This principally comprised an
examination of early maps of the site, which could demonstrate the basic phasing
and development of the building, as well as other documentary sources. A number of
sources of information were utilised during the desk-based assessment:
x

Cumbria Record Office, Kendal (CRO(K)): this was visited in order to
examine early maps of the site, and other primary and secondary sources;

x

Ulverston Library, Local Studies Collection: a number of secondary
sources relating to the site and the general history of the area were consulted;

x

South Lakeland District Council, Planning Department: details of previous
planning applications relating to the building were examined in order to
provide information about the phasing of the building and the period in which
certain elements had been constructed;

x

National Horseracing Museum: this was contacted in order to obtain
information about Midge, the mare commemorated in the Midge Monument,
which is a Listed structure within the grounds of Holme Park School;

x

Greenlane Archaeology: additional secondary sources held in Greenlane
Archaeology’s library and the personal libraries of members of staff, used to
provide information for the site background, were also examined.

2.3

Building Recording

2.3.1 The building recording was carried out to English Heritage Level-3 type
standards (English Heritage 2006). This is a largely descriptive investigation, with
only a limited level of interpretation of the phasing and use of the buildings, which
incorporates evidence compiled during the rapid desk-based assessment. The
recording comprised several parts:
x

Written record: descriptive records of all parts of the building were made
using Greenlane Archaeology pro forma record sheets;

x

Photographs: photographs in colour digital format were taken of the main
features of the building, its general surroundings, and any features of
architectural or archaeological interest. A selection of the colour digital
photographs is included in this report, and many of the remaining
photographs are presented on the accompanying CD;
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Drawings: drawings were produced by hand-annotating ‘as existing’
illustrations of the building supplied by the client’s architect in digital format at
a scale of 1:1. These comprised:
i.

‘as existing’ ground and first floor plans, at 1:100;

ii.

‘as existing’ elevations of all four external aspects, and of the
courtyard, at 1:100.

Archive

2.4.1 A comprehensive archive of the project has been produced in accordance
with the project design (see accompanying CD), and current IFA and English
Heritage guidelines (Ferguson and Murray n.d.; English Heritage 1991). The paper
and digital archive will be deposited in the Cumbria Record Office in Kendal on
completion of the project. One copy of this report will be deposited with the client and
one with the client’s architect, and one will be retained by Greenlane Archaeology. In
addition, digital copies will be offered to the Cumbria Historic Environment Record
and the OASIS scheme, together with a record of the project details.
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3.1.1 As outlined in the methodology, the desk-based assessment included an
examination of a number of sources, with the intention of providing a relatively
comprehensive historical background to the site, and evidence for the manner in
which the building has developed through time. The results are divided into three
sections based on the types of evidence and information that they can provide:
x

A history of the site from the earliest references through to the present day,
placing the property in its context but also providing specific information about
the building where possible;

x

A map and image regression, concentrating on the physical development of
the structure through time;

x

Information relating to any previous planning applications so that recorded
modern alterations can be easily identified.

3.1.2 Lengthy sections of information, which are relevant but would break up the
text or that are only partially relevant have been included as appendices, and are
appropriately referenced within the text.

3.2

Hill Top

3.2.1 Introduction: although now called Holme Park School, the site was
historically known as Hill Top. It is first recorded in the late 17th century, at which time
it was probably occupied by a number of farms, some of which evidently developed
into the present house and buildings in the general vicinity during the 18th and early
19th centuries. Hill Top originally formed part of the manor of Hay or Hey, which
formed a township or constablewick/constablery with Scalthwaitrigg known as
‘Hutton-I’-th-Hay’, and was in the chapelry of New Hutton (Parson and White 1829,
650).
3.2.2 Late 17th century – end of the 18th century: a large collection of deeds
relating to the site and associated properties was available in the Underley Estates
collection at the Cumbria Record Office in Kendal. Within these the earliest reference
to property at the site is a conveyance dated 15th March 1663 of an estate named
‘Hill Topp’ between Richard Hodgson and his son James (CRO(K) WD U/Box 46/1
1663-1822). At this time it is described as a ‘messuage or mansion house’ (ibid). The
Hearth Tax returns of 1669 list several properties in Hay, although it is not possible to
directly connect any of these to Hill Top (see Table 1, below left). In 1672 James
Hodgson conveyed his estate at Hill Top to William Gill (or possibly Sill) (ibid), who is
apparently listed in the subsequent Hearth Tax (see Table 2, below right).
Name
Gabriell Dawson
Gabriell Dawson
Stephen Whitrigg
Henry Rowlandson?
Stephen Williamson?

Number of
hearths
1
1 (unerected)
2
1
1

Name
William Skill (sic)
James Rowlinson
Gabriall (sic) Dawson
John Jackson
Stephen Whitrigge
Miles Smith

Number of
hearths
3
1
3
1
2
1

Table 1 (left): Hearths chargeable in Hay in 1669 (after Curwen 1923, 185)
Table 2 (right): Hearths chargeable at Hill-toppe, Hay Constablewick, in 1674
(Cumbria Family History Society 1998, 46)
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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3.2.3 It is evident from the Hearth Tax return that William Gill/Sill/Skill’s property
was quite large, and, based on subsequent documents (see Section 3.2.4 below) it
seems to have formed part of the site of the present building. In 1676, however, the
estate was conveyed again, this time to a James Rowlandson, at which time it is still
called a ‘manton’ or ‘manson’ (sic; presumably meaning mansion), and said to
include a ‘barne cowhouse and… other outhouses’ (CRO(K) WD U/Box 46/1 16631822). There is a considerable gap in the records following this conveyance, and
although the parish registers name at least three families, the Goodreeds,
Hendersons, and Baileys, as resident at Hill Top during the early to mid 18th century
(CRO(K) JAC 1293 WPR 18/1 1741-1808) there is little other information. They were
likely to be tenants, however, as in 1762 Hill Top is said to be part of lands owned by
a William Robinson (CRO(K) WD U/Box 46/1 1663-1822). Jefferys’ map of 1770 has
the name ‘Mr Robinson’ against Hill Top with a depiction of a house (Plate 1), again
providing the name of the owner and possibly indicating that the house was quite
substantial by this date (see Section 3.3.2).
3.2.4 William Robinson’s will of 1782 left all of his property at Hill Top and the Gill
(a neighbouring property to the south-west) to James Dowker and William
Richardson (CRO(K) WD U/Box 46/1 1663-1822). He also left a collection of ‘Law
Manuscripts Notes and precedents’ to a John Towers of Ulverston, and the will also
makes reference to other manuscripts and paintings within the house, all of which
indicates that the property was quite large, perhaps containing a library, and that
William Robinson was a solicitor. It is not certain when William Robinson died, but by
1786 a Mr Davison is listed in the parish registers at Hill Top, as are the Harrison
family (CRO(K) JAC 1293 WPR 18/1 1741-1808). Following William Robinson’s
death the estate passed via William Robinson’s heirs to a Monkhouse Davison of
Fenchurch Street, London, at which time the property is described as Hill Top
‘formerly Rowlandson’s’ and ‘formerly Hodgson’s’, thus providing a connection to the
late 17th century owners (ibid; see Section 3.1.2-3 above).
3.2.5 Confusingly, it was subsequently stated that the house at Hill Top was
originally constructed at the end of the 18th century by a Mr Nowell (Kelly’s
Directories Ltd 1934, 58), presumably Alexander Nowell of Underley Hall (Martin
2004, 115). There is, however, nothing in the deeds to connect him to the site and
this is likely to be a mistake due to subsequent connections to the Underley Estate
(see Section 3.2.11). It appears that sometime after the death of William Robinson, in
1804, the estate was purchased at auction by a George Caswell of Sacombe Park in
Hertfordshire ‘at the request of his nephew John Davison as being a place he
intended to reside at’ (CRO(K) WD U/Box 46/1 1663-1822). This seems likely to be
the same Mr Davison listed in 1786, although ironically he died in 1804, at which time
he was evidently living at Hill Top (Anon n.d. b). In the following year it was conveyed
by George Caswell to John Morland, at which time it is still described as ‘formerly
Rowlandson’s’ and ‘formerly Hodgson’s’ (CRO(K) WD U/Box 46/2 1787-1823).
3.2.6 19th century: in 1807 the estate was conveyed from John Morland to Ralph
Fisher, who was admitted into the manor in 1808 (ibid). The Fishers, of which three
generations, all named Ralph, occupied and/or owned Hill Top, went on to acquire a
large estate in the area. In 1812 Ralph Fisher enfranchised his estate at Hill Top,
removing the need to pay a fee to the Lord of the Manor, at that time the Earl of
Lonsdale (ibid). Despite his apparent interest and expenditure in the site, in 1818 it
was advertised in the Westmorland Gazette to be sold at auction on the 16th
September:
‘A very commodious, convenient, and well-built mansion-house, within four miles of the town
of Kendal, called Hill Top; also, an excellent farm house and estate, called The Hagg, and
148 acres of land, surrounding the mansion, of which about 30 acres are occupied by the
proprietor of Hill Top, and the remainder let to farm.
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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‘The mansion commands a most extensive and beautiful prospect, and is encircled with very
thriving plantations; it comprises the Hall or South Entrance, 24 feet by 14 ½ feet, Breakfast
Room, 16 by 15 feet, Dining and Drawing Rooms, each 30 by 19 feet, and 13 feet high, all a
South aspect; a Gentleman’s Room or Study to the North, Back Hall, excellent Kitchen,
Butler’s Pantry, Housekeeper’s Room and Store Room, Knife and Shoe House, and Servants’
Hall, and good Cellars under a great part of the House; the Springs of Water are excellent
and never failing; eleven Bed Rooms, three Dressing Rooms, Chambermaid’s and Water
Closet; a Billiard Room, (with an excellent and full-sized Billiard-Table, by Gillow, which may
be had at a valuation). The Outbuildings are new, substantial and convenient, consisting of a
double Coach-house, a four and a three-stalled Stable, Harness-rooms, Cow-house and
Sheds, Brew-house and Granaries, a good walled Garden, and Gardener’s Sheds, a small
Vine-house, and Green-house, Orchards, &c. The whole is well worth the attention of a family
desirous of a country residence.’ (Anon 1818a).

3.2.7 The house evidently did not sell, however, and was subsequently advertised
to let:
‘Hill-Top mansion house, and estate. To be sold, or let. The capital mansion, called Hill-Top,
pleasantly situated within four miles of Kendal, with about thirty acres of land; or, if sold, with
one hundred and forty-eight acres additional, (if required); Coach-House, Stables,
Outbuildings, and Offices, suitable to a genteel family, desirous of a country residence’ (Anon
1818b).

At this time the owner is still said to be Ralph Fisher and it is evident that, despite his
attempts to sell or let the property he was still living there some time after 1818.
Subsequent authors have, mistakenly, stated that he purchased the estate in 1820,
at which time he is said to have ‘added the south wing with a handsome dining room’
(Kelly’s Directories Ltd 1910, 63) or otherwise enlarged the building (Martin 2004,
32). On 27th December 1823 a celebration was held at Hill Top for the coming of age
of Ralph Fisher’s son, Ralph Watkin Fisher, at which ‘all the beauty, fashion, and
gentry of the town were engaged at a supper and ball’ (The Editors 1865, 57). Ralph
Fisher senior continues to be listed at Hill Top in directories of 1829 (Parson and
White 1829, 649; Pigot and Co 1829, 316), at which time he contributed £100
towards the building of a new church for New Hutton (Parson and White 1829, 650);
which was built by George Webster (Martin 2004, 144). Soon after, in 1830, Ralph
Watkin Fisher became perpetual curate of New Hutton, a post he retained until 1837
(Boumphrey and Hudleston 1975, 117). According to his memorial inscription Ralph
Fisher died on the 11th May 1837 (Anon n.d. a), although documents in the Fisher
collection state that it was actually 15th August 1834 (CRO(K) WD/MM/998/119 18th–
19th century). He is still listed as living at Hill Top in 1834 (Pigot and Co 1834, 647).
3.2.8 Following Ralph Fisher’s death the estate passed to his son Reverend Ralph
Watkin Fisher (Kelly’s Directories Ltd 1910, 63), who was apparently already living at
Hill Top in 1831 when his son Ralph Bromfield Fisher was baptised (CRO(K) JAC
1293 WPR 18/2 1813-1891), and was listed along with his family and servants at the
same property during the 1841 Census (see Table 3).
3.2.9 Ralph Watkin Fisher is listed at Hill Top in a tax assessment of 1846 (CRO(K)
WD/MM/998/119 18th–19th century), although in 1847 Hill top was again advertised to
let and was described thus (ibid):
‘The mansion called Hall House, or Hilltop, distant nearly four miles from the town of Kendal,
and about one mile and a half from the Oxenholme Station of the Lancaster and Carlisle
Railway.
‘The house contains Dining and Drawing Rooms, each 30ft. by 19ft., Billiard Room – 30ft. by
24ft. Saloon 24ft. by 13ft., Library 15ft square, Gentleman’s Room, seven best Bed Rooms,
and two Dressing Rooms, and suitable Servants Rooms, Offices, &c, with Stables & Coach
Houses, and walled Garden.
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‘The tenant may have any desired quantity of land, with the right of shooting over the
adjoining estate of more than 800 acres. Good fishing may be had in the neighbourhood, and
the Lake of Windermere is within ¾ of an hour. There is also a sheet of water on the estate of
about 6 acres extent – well stocked with trout.’
Name

Age

Ralph Fisher
Elizabeth Fisher
Ralph Fisher
Charles Fisher
Fanny Fisher
Betty Wilcock
Mary Ward
Mary Kennedy
Agnes Fawcett
John Wane

35
35
11
8
5
20
20
20
20
15

Relationship to head of
household/occupation
Head/clerk
Wife
Son
Son
Daughter
Female servant
Female servant
Female servant
Female servant
Male servant

Born in Westmorland?
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table 3: Details of the 1841 Census (HO107/Piece 1160/Folio 15/Page 4 1841)
3.2.10 Subsequent references refer to work done in relation to the drawing up of a
lease, payments to workmen at the estate, and possibly painting at the house (ibid),
and it is clear that by 1849 it had been successfully let to a William Wilson and that
Fisher was living at Scalthwaite Rigg (Mannex 1849, 309). Ralph Watkin Fisher died
on 17th June of the same year, however (CRO(K) WD/MM/998/119 18th – 19th
century), something which is reflected in the 1851 census, at which time his wife is
described as a widow and the family were living at Hawkrigg Cottage (HO107/ Piece
2441/Folio 335/ Page 10 1851), east of Hill Top and close to New Hutton chapel. A
valuation of Ralph Watkin Fisher’s possessions drawn up in 1849 gives considerable
detail not only of the lavishness of the house, but also the rooms present within it
(CRO(K) WD/MM/998/119 18th-19th century; Appendix 4). William Wilson was
apparently still living in the property in 1850, when another inventory was compiled
showing items damaged or missing during his tenancy; this too lists a large number
of items in the house as well as giving details of many of the rooms (ibid; Appendix
5). Some work was undoubtedly carried out at the house during the early 1850s, as
there are receipts for ‘improvements going on, on Hill Top Estate’ and an invoice
from Bindloss and Cooper for improvements to the kitchen range in 1850, further
work carried out by a Mr Langhorn in 1851, repairs to windows in 1852 and possibly
painting and glazing by John Beadle in 1855 and 1856 (ibid).
3.2.11 In 1852 Ralph Watkin Fisher’s trustees let Hill Top to William Fleming and his
wife Elizabeth (CRO(K) WD U/Box 46/5 1834-1857), who were occupying the house
in 1857 while the rest (probably meaning farm buildings or the outbuildings) was
occupied by Thomas and Robert Wilson (ibid), who were presumably the
descendants of William Wilson. Particulars for the sale of the estate were drawn up in
1857, and in 1858 Ralph Bromfield Fisher, Ralph Watkin Fisher’s heir, sold the estate
to Kirkman Hodgson, Benjamin Green, and Thomas Oliverson, all of London
(CRO(K) WD U/Box 46/4 1766-1885), although William Fleming continued to live in it
until at least 1860 (Whellan 1860, 867). It is listed as uninhabited during the census
of 1861 (RG9/3966, Folio 6/Page 5 1861), perhaps suggesting that no-one was living
there at the time, or that it was only being used as a seasonal residence. In 1864 the
estate was purchased by the Earl of Bective, owner of Underley Hall, who is said to
have ‘erected the north wing and remodelled the whole mansion’ (Kelly’s Directories
Ltd 1910, 63). Five years later, on 24th April 1869, Ralph Bromfield Fisher died
(CRO(K) WD/MM/998/119 18th-19th century).
3.2.12 Details of the occupiers during the early period of the Earl of Bective’s
ownership are not clear, although servants, a coach man, and a farmer are recorded
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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from the 1870s to the 1890s. The censuses for 1871 to 1891 do not appear to list Hill
Top, again suggesting that it was largely used as an occasional holiday home rather
than a permanent residence (RG10/5282, Folio 29, Page 1 onwards 1871;
RG11/5209, Folio 50, Page 1 onwards 1881; RG12/4330, Folio 46, Page 1 onwards
1891). In 1885 Stephen Brunskill JP was resident (Bulmer 1885, 515), but by 1905
John Rankin JP, a head gardener, another gardener, and a butler were listed
(Bulmer and Co 1905, 559). John Rankin remained in residence until at least 1921
(Kelly’s Directories Ltd 1914, 63; 1921, 58), while in 1910 Hill Top is said to be
occupied by John and Robert Rankin (CRO(K) WT/DV/2/48 1910). By this date the
property had passed to Lady Henry Cavendish Bentinck of Underley Hall. In 1925 it
was occupied by Frederick William Brindle JP (Kelly’s Directories Ltd 1925, 58), who
had evidently purchased it by 1929 (Kelly’s Directories Ltd 1929, 56). The Brindles
continued to own and occupy Hill Top until at least 1938 (The Westmorland Gazette
1930, 246; Kelly’s Directories Ltd 1934, 58; 1938, 56), sometime after which it was
purchased by James Somerville, owner of K Shoes (Viv Curry pers comm.). A
directory of 1953 lists a Peter GC Somerville at Hill Top (County Publicity Ltd 1953,
107), but by at least 1963 Dennis Curry was occupying it (Ashton and Denton
Publishing Co 1963, 114), and it was he who established the present school.

3.3

Map and Image Regression

3.3.1 Introduction: a variety of maps were examined, the earliest dating from the
late 18th century. These included county-wide maps, Ordnance Survey maps and
estate plans. While earlier maps were available, these are not included as they are
not detailed enough to provide sufficient information.
3.3.2 Jefferys 1770: Jeffreys’ map is the first county map to show sufficient detail
(Plate 1). It clearly marks Hill Top, even including a small depiction of the building,
and names the owner as a ‘Mr Robinson’. The picture of the house is not detailed
and may be schematic, but it is evident that the building was substantial enough to
be not only named but also illustrated.
3.3.3 Greenwood and Greenwood 1824: Hill Top is clearly named on Greenwood
and Greenwood’s map of 1824, as is the Midge Monument to the north-west (Plate
2). No other details is shown, however, although it is evident that there is substantial
woodland around the site and that it is accessed from drives to the north and south.
3.3.4 Hodgson 1828: this is the first map to give some indication of the ground
plan of the building, and, although it is still quite generalised, it is evident that two
buildings are depicted (Plate 3). The largest of these, undoubtedly representing the
house, apparently forms a roughly rectangular block with a small extension on the
north-east side. The separate block to the east is probably the former stables, which
now form a separate house to the east of the site. In addition, the woodland around
the house is clearly shown, as are the drives to the north and south, each of which
has its own lodge. Another point of interest is the ‘Marble Mill’ labelled to the west of
the house, which may be of relevance given the presence of marble chimneypieces
and the connection to the Websters. There is, however, no apparent record of whose
marble mill this was (Martin 2004, 50-55). The Websters’ marble works were situated
at Kendal canal following the canal’s completion in 1819, prior to which they were in
New Inn Yard (op cit, 50-51).
3.3.5 Corn rent c1836: this is the earliest plan to depict the building in a reliable
fashion, although it is still slightly simplified and is damaged so a section east of the
centre is missing (Plate 4). It clearly shows, however, that the building had taken on
essentially its present plan by this date.
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3.3.6 Letting prospectus 1847: this is the earliest known view of the house, which
shows the south elevation (Plate 5). Although the basic form of the elevation, with
projecting wings under hipped roofs, is the same, it is evident from this that the detail
was quite different at this date; the windows are in general plainer, on the ground
floor much narrower than at present, and there is a pair of two storey canted bays in
the centre. The central door has a small porch, possibly with a pediment above it,
and there is no evidence for the present string course or quoins. The single-storey
extension on the east end is present, although the window appears to be in the
centre of its south elevation and the billiard room is just visible behind. The gardens
are also noticeably different, with a much more undulating lawn apparently being
present and no evidence for the present staircase.
3.3.7 Estate plan 1857: this detailed plan of the site shows the same general
footprint as that in c1836, but with considerably more detail (Plate 6). The bay
windows and porch shown in the previous illustration are clearly depicted (these were
not evident on the earlier plan) and the canted entrance hall to the north is also
evident. The billiard room to the east, which projects to the north beyond the main
line of the building, is also clearly shown, as are the service buildings to the west and
north-west. The gardens to the south, with extensive walkways and lawns, are also
clearly depicted, as is the drive to the north. A walled garden is also shown to the
north.
3.3.8 Sale plan 1857: this essentially shows the same detail as the estate plan of
the same year (Plate 7), and it is likely that one is based on the other or that they are
both based on another plan.
3.3.9 Sale plan 1858: this again shows much the same information as the previous
plan, although it is less detailed (Plate 8). It does not, for example, show the bay
windows and porch on the south side of the building, despite the fact that they are
still present on a subsequent map.
3.3.10 Ordnance Survey 1862: this is the first edition of the Ordnance Survey map,
and although not as detailed as some of the earlier estate plans or the larger scale
Ordnance Survey maps (it is at a scale of 1:10560 rather than 1:2500), it
corresponds well with the general plan as previously depicted (Plate 9). In particular,
it does not show the bay windows and porch on the south side of the building.
3.3.11 Ordnance Survey map c1862: the general arrangement of the buildings is
the same on this map as the earlier plan, although the bay windows and porch to the
south are clearly evident and some additions have been made to the outbuildings to
the north (Plate 10). This might suggest that the bay windows and porch were
removed in 1858, between the surveying of this version of Ordnance Survey map
(probably also in 1858) and the production of the sale plan, or that the earlier plans
are not detailed enough.
3.3.12 Undated drawings of pergola and gardens: a large group of drawings
survives for alterations undertaken at the house, including the construction of a
pergola or glazed porch, new paths with steps and other alterations to the garden,
not all of which were necessarily carried out (Plates 11-13). The dating of these
plans, which form part of the Thomas Mawson collection, is uncertain, but as the
Mawsons were not in business until 1885 (Beard and Wardman 1976, 7) and
subsequent photographs showing the pergola are dated 1890 (see Section 3.2.13
below) they must have been produced between these two dates. The original version
of the pergola was evidently constructed (see Section 3.2.13 below) but it may have
been subsequently altered as proposals for re-glazing and alterations to the
associated steps were also produced (Plates 14-17).
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3.3.13 Photographs 1890: two photographs of the south elevation of the house,
apparently taken in 1890, were included with a planning application made in 1986
(5/86/0950 1986; see Section 3.4.2 below). These show a glass porch or pergola the
same as those depicted in the initial drawings produced by Thomas Mawson (see
Section 3.3.12 above). One shows a group of people in front of the building and is
labelled ‘workers visit from Byron Street Manchester to the bosses (sic) holiday
cottage’. These show the windows in much their present arrangement and finish, and
apart from the pergola the building is very similar to its present appearance.
3.3.14 Undated photograph: a photograph, contained within the Thomas Mawson
collection, of the south elevation of the building shows the same porch or pergola
depicted in the photograph of 1890 and the undated drawings by Thomas Mawson
(Plate 18). This shows much the same detail as the previous photographs, and is
probably from about the same period.
3.3.15 Ordnance Survey 1898: by this date a number of alterations have evidently
been made to the building, corresponding to those outlined in the plans produced by
Thomas Mawson (Plate 19). The bay windows from the south elevation have been
removed and a new bay window added to the north side of the billiard room. The
gardens and entrance to the south have also clearly been modified in line with the
previous plans.
3.3.16 Drainage plan 1901: this plan shows much the same detail of the
arrangement of the building as the earlier Ordnance Survey map, with blue lines
showing the old drains and red lines showing those that were new at this time (Plate
20). The relatively new pergola and re-organised gardens are apparent on this plan,
as are details of the positions of sinks, baths, and toilets, and uses of some of the
rooms are shown. This reveals that the northern end of the western outbuildings was
used as a laundry, the largely detached outbuildings to the east were the stables,
and there were larders situated at the east end of the western outbuildings. A later
drainage plan of 1930 (CRO(K) WDB 25/1882/118 1930) was unfortunately too faint
to be useful. Curiously, the 1901 plan is labelled as having been prepared for a JR
Gregg, although no such person is recorded as occupying Hill Top elsewhere and
there is no apparent entry for Hill Top in the 1901 census.
3.3.17 Photograph of the north elevation 1910: this is a photograph hung on the
wall in the school, most probably showing the occasion of John Rankin being made
High Sheriff of Westmorland (Nick Curry pers comm.; Plate 21). This took place in
1910 (Boumphrey and Hudleston 1975, 242), and the photograph apparently shows
his guard of honour or ‘javelling men’ (sic; Nick Curry pers comm.). The photograph
shows that the building has essentially its present form by that date, although some
of the windows have since been replaced, the ground floor is covered by trellises,
and the drive is finished with gravel.
3.3.18 Ordnance Survey 1914: much the same detail as is shown on the map of
1901 is present on this plan, although the covered walkway situated within the
courtyard is shown for the first time (Plate 22). Some enlargements also appear to
have been made to the outbuildings to the west, and further alterations may have
been carried out to the east side of the south garden.
3.3.19 Undated drawings of portico: apparently some time after this map drawings
were produced for a new portico, replacing the earlier pergola (Plate 24). This was
also designed by the Mawsons. An associated plan of the whole site (Plate 23)
shows that a few minor changes have been undertaken by this date.
3.3.20 Undated photographs of portico: photographs of the same portico taken
some time after its completion, and also in the Mawson collection, show that it was
built (Plates 25-26). In addition, these show a hopper below the eaves, apparently
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bearing the date 1872 (Plate 27), which presumably relates to a period of work
carried out on the building.
3.3.21 Ordnance Survey 1938-1957: unfortunately detailed maps were not
available for this period, and while less detailed maps show the basic plan of the
building had changed very little (Plates 28-29) they evidently do not show some
elements of the site.
3.3.22 Ordnance Survey 1967: this is a much more detailed map than those that
proceeded it and clearly shows several features of interest (Plate 30). By this time
the site is referred to as Hill Top and Holme Park Preparatory School, and it is the
first plan to depict the new portico. In addition, a new structure has been added to the
north end of the western outbuildings and a swimming pool has been built in the
grounds to the north-west of the house.
3.3.23 Ordnance Survey 1971: this is a much less detailed map than any of the
previous ones, and, as a result, it provides limited and contradictory information
(Plate 31). The basic outline plan of the building is evident, but the outbuildings to the
east have been removed. It is unlikely that this was the case, however, as they were
apparently converted into the house now standing to that location. It is perhaps the
case that the map was compiled based on the understanding that they were to be
demolished or that they were in the process of conversion when it was surveyed.
3.3.24 Late 20th century view of south elevation: a photograph of the south
elevation shows the portico still standing and shutters attached either side of the
windows on the first floor (Plate 32). In addition, the dated hoppers visible in the
earlier photographs (see Section 3.3.20) have apparently been removed. A very
similar view is reproduced in Robinson (1991, 273).

3.4

Planning Applications

3.4.1 Introduction: a small number of relevant previous planning applications were
examined in order to identify modern alterations to the building. A total of five such
applications were recorded.
3.4.2 5/86/0950 1986: in 1986 an application was made to remove the rear portico,
the first floor shutters, and some of the associated plasterwork from around the first
floor windows. This appears to have initially been rejected, and a resubmission in the
same year (5/86/0390 1986) explains that the portico is in a poor state of repair and
that the earlier glass porch (the pergola) had been re-erected in the walled garden.
Permission was granted for the removal of the portico although the County Council’s
Conservation and Historic Buildings Office requested that it be acquired by South
Lakeland District Council so that it could be re-used if necessary.
3.4.3 5/93/2417 1993: in 1993 the large cellar below the west end of the house was
converted into a classroom and a new fire escape was inserted. This included an
access ramp and stairs, and the surround of the doorway was to be finished with a
narrow band of render to match those elsewhere in the building.
3.4.4 5/93/2418 1993: also in 1993, an additional fire escape with associated stairs
and partition walls was constructed in the north-east corner of the large dormitory at
the west end of the main part of the building. This was said to be being created by
restoring an ‘existing opening’.
3.4.5 5/69/0429 1996: in 1996 alterations were made to the sanitary
accommodation at the east end of the ground floor, south of the billiard room, where
an old partition wall was removed and new ones added and the access to the west
was remodelled (the original door was to be retained for re-used elsewhere in the
building). New showers and toilets were subsequently added. New sink units and
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showers were added on the first floor of the entrance hall with associated new
partition walls, following the removal of a wall to the west.
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4.1.1 The building is on an approximately east/west axis. The main part of the
house comprises the centre and eastern end, with an extension to the north-east
comprising the former billiard room and to the north-west forming the kitchens. The
main service block extends to the west of the main house, set back from the line of
the front elevation, with extensions to the north at its west end. In order to simplify
descriptions, the rooms on each floor are numbered sequentially, and to avoid
confusion they are either referred to as, for example, first floor Room 1, or F1.
Similarly, on the ground floor the rooms start with ground floor Room 1 or G1, and in
the cellar with cellar Room 1 or C1.
4.1.2 South elevation: the south elevation is mostly rendered, except the east and
west ends, with decorative surrounds to the windows and doors (Plate 33). The
render has a scored ashlar effect, and there are chamfered quoins at the corners.
The far east end is a modern extension, built of rough courses of undressed stone.
The west end is covered with roughcast render, and the apertures have narrow
square surrounds with stop chamfered edges.
4.1.3 West elevation: the west elevation is un-rendered but has thick mortar, and
is built from roughly coursed stone with dressed quoins. The windows have narrow
square surrounds with stop chamfer decoration. Some of the windows are odd sizes
and they have stone lintels in the centre. The north end has been extended with
concrete walls built onto the original boundary wall.
4.1.4 North elevation: the outer boundary wall on the west side is built from
coursed stone with triangular coping and neatly dressed gate posts on the north side.
The main walls on the west side are all un-rendered and built of roughly coursed
stone, with dressed quoins. The apertures all have narrow square surrounds with
stop chamfer decoration, and there are some voussoir arches in the north end of the
east return. The central section and east end are covered with roughcast render with
decorative window surrounds and doors.
4.1.5 Roof: the roof to the south has three lead-covered hatches and the ends of a
hipped gable visible on the west side behind the north return. The entire roof is
covered with green slate with bonnet ridge tiles on the west end and over the main
part, and lead flashing on some of the hipped roofs to the north.

4.2

External Detail

4.2.1 South elevation (Elevation 1, Fig 4): the east end of the south elevation
continues into the adjoining property. There is a doorway where the adjoining wall
butts the main house, which has a stone voussoir arch and a modern plank door with
a slatted lower section.
4.2.2 The main elevation to the west is one storey in height, has a cyma-moulded
iron gutter, plastic downpipes on the east side, and a hipped slate roof topped by a
ball finial on a stick. There is a single window with a horned four-light sliding sash
casement and dressed square stone surrounds.
4.2.3 The main elevation is two storeys in height, and is symmetrical with projecting
flanks which have chamfered quoins (Plate 33). The roof is hipped at both ends, with
a chimney at the east end and two chimneys in the centre, all of which have a string
course and four square ceramic pots. A moulded string course is present on the
flanks, and there is also a string course below the eaves and moulded iron gutter
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supported by scrolled corbels. The east flank has a three-part ground floor window,
comprising two ten-light flanking windows, and a central 15-light sliding sash window,
with decorative moulded surrounds, in the form of a flattened ovolo-moulding and
beading, while the rest of the surround and mullions are plain and square. Above are
raised panels with beaded moulding, and above these are two projecting bolt heads,
above which is a single four-light horned sash window. The west flank is essentially
the same (Plate 34), although hinged doors with four lights each below a three-light
window have been added to the central section of the ground floor three part window.
There are, in addition, no horns on the first floor window of the west flank.
4.2.4 In the centre there are two ground floor windows on either side, each with two
four-light horned sash windows beneath a moulded entablature. These windows
each have a central mullion and jambs that splay inwards at the top. Otherwise the
windows have plain and square surrounds with the same sectional ovolo-moulded
and beaded decoration on the lower part of the outer edge forming lugs.
4.2.5 There is a first floor sill band beneath three windows. The flanking pair each
have scrolled corbels and a plain square surround with lugged decoration containing
a four-light horned sash window. The central window is a four-light horned sash with
a beaded sill and square corbels and a square surround with lugs decorated with
spirals (Plate 35). It also has a slightly projecting entablature.
4.2.6 The door in the centre of the ground floor has a pair of four-light hinged doors
on the inner and outer doorway (Plate 36). The surround has engaged fluted
columns/pilasters, beaded at the base, with scrolled heads of Ionic type and a
denticulate entablature – possibly the base of a former pediment, although there was
no sign of a scar where the upper part would have been removed. There is evidence
for re-plastering around the jambs of the ground floor windows and below the central
window on the first floor. The central door is accessed by a short flight of steps from
the lawn to a landing, which are flanked by low walls, all built of local dark yellow
gritstone. There is also possible evidence for the position of rails/columns and pots
on top of the low wall.
4.2.7 At the west end, the south elevation returns to the north (Elevation 2, Fig 4)
where the lower c1.8m is rendered with an ashlar block effect, and the rest is
roughcast render (Plate 37). It has a hipped roof, and a moulded iron gutter on pairs
of square corbels. At the basement level there is an inserted fire escape with a
modern two-by-two-light timber door accessed via a below-ground level concrete
ramp with rendered walls (probably built of concrete blocks), capped with concrete
coping. These walls have been finished with ashlar effect render and there is a flight
of concrete steps at the west end. There is a single 12-light window at first floor level
but it is otherwise unremarkable.
4.2.8 The west end of the south elevation proper is finished with roughcast render,
and has six irregularly placed windows (Plate 37). On the ground floor the two
windows on the east side are four-light hinged opening, with a beaded decoration
around the top. All three windows on the first floor are four-light horned sash
casements, with a square sill and square, narrow stop chamfer decorated surrounds.
The ground floor window at the west end comprises two four-light horned sash
windows with a stone sill. The doorway near the centre contains a modern three-light
door.
4.2.9 All apertures have narrow square surrounds with stop-chamfer decoration
and a projecting sill. There is a central chimney with a narrow string course and three
square ceramic pots and there are iron rain water goods throughout.
4.2.10 West elevation (Elevation 2, Fig 4): the south end of the west elevation is
the original gable end of the building, which has a hipped roof that is irregularly
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angled on the north side (Plate 38). Dressed quoins denote the end of the gable on
the north side, although these do not apparently extend to the ground. There is a
large ceramic pipe inserted at ground level at the junction between the original gable
and the later extension. The original gable contains a single first floor window, which
is a four-light sash with squared horns, a narrow surround, and a stone sill.
4.2.11 The north end of the west elevation is a slightly lower, but still two-storey,
extension. It has a gabled roof, and a moulded iron gutter supported by pairs and
threes of square corbels (presumably timber). There are three irregular windows. The
one to the north on the ground floor is four-light hinged opening, with a square
surround with stop chamfer decoration and a stone sill, with a stone lintel above. The
one to the south on the ground floor is a six-light fixed casement with square
surrounds, a stone lintel, and a narrow sill. The window on the south side of the first
floor is a low narrow window, three-light, with each light having 20 (four along by five
up) small leaded panels. This window has a slightly moulded frame, a square
surround, a narrow stone sill, and a lintel below the eaves.
4.2.12 The north end is finished with quoins and butted by modern buildings (a store
or garage?) built of concrete blocks, which continues to the north against the yard
wall, which is plastered inside the stores.
4.2.13 North elevation, west side (Elevations 3-7, Fig 5): this has been extended
by modern buildings and forms a yard (Fig 2; Plate 39). The outer (north) wall of this
yard is built from roughly coursed blocks of slate, with dressed limestone gate posts
with rounded tops at the entrance. Inside the courtyard the north-west corner is
obscured by concrete block walls forming a large store or tank(?), above which is
what appears to be a window blocked with stone within the end of the outbuildings
(Plate 39). The west elevation within the yard is two storeys in height and built of
rough coursed stone, with traces of whitewash, and thick modern pointing. There are
two ground floor windows, with the one to the south being a four-light sash with
scrolled horns, a voussoir lintel, and a narrow square surround, with stop chamfer
decoration (Plate 40). There are doorways to the north and south, both with voussoir
arches, square stop-chamfer-decorated surrounds, and concrete steps. The doors
are four-panel, with beaded decoration.
4.2.14 The window to the north on the ground floor is a two-light modern hinged
casement, with a square surround with stop-chamfer-decoration, a narrow stone sill,
and a neatly dressed stone lintel. The first floor has a window to the south, with a
four-light horned sash, with a square stop-chamfered surround, a stone sill, and a
lintel below the eaves. The window to the north has been converted into a two-bytwo-light hinged door for a fire escape. There are some quoins in the jambs of the
first floor windows, and there is a modern iron fire escape on the north side and
quoins at the north end. There is an inserted earthenware pipe (perhaps a piece of a
large pot?) on the north side at ground floor level, and there is a moulded iron gutter
on square corbels, with an iron down pipe on the north side.
4.2.15 The north elevation, within the yard, has a blocked ground floor doorway with
a voussoir arch on the west side (Plate 40). There are two windows, one per floor,
and both have four-light sliding sash casements with scrolled horns, a square stopchamfer-decorated surround, and a stone sill. The ground floor has a hand-finished
(?) timber lintel with green slates hung over it, behind its rendered square surround.
There are quoins at the east side, and a slight return to the north.
4.2.16 The east side of the north elevation within the yard has two ground floor
windows, both with four-light sliding sash casements and chamfer decorated
surrounds (Plate 41). There is some added cement above, over timber lintels, which
are possibly re-used and/or hand-finished. There is a door on the east side against
the east elevation. It has a chamfered square surround, forming the western jamb
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and lintel only, incorporating a two-light sash with scrolled horns on the east side with
a stone sill. The door has a glazed 12-light upper section and two beaded panels
below.
4.2.17 There are three windows on the first floor, all four-light sash with scrolled
horns, square stop chamfer decorated surrounds, and stone sills. They also have
timber lintels, some of which is certainly reused and there are quoins on the east
side.
4.2.18 The ground floor of the east elevation within the yard is beneath a monopitch
roof. On the south side there are two floors, with quoins along the north side, and the
junction is visible with the lower north-west extension. There is a single small threelight window, the upper part of which is hinged, with a stop-chamfer-decorated
square surround and a stone sill. On the first floor there is a small four-light
casement, one light of which is hinged, with a stop-chamfer-decorated surround
(Plate 42).
4.2.19 On the north side is a single-light window, with a stop chamfer decorated
surround and a timber sill. Above this is a monopitch outshut roof, with a lead
covered louvre/chimney on the north side and a moulded iron gutter at the eaves,
which has fallen onto the corrugated iron monopitch roof below. The first floor above
to the south has the same moulded gutter on pairs of square corbels.
4.2.20 There is a doorway in the centre of the ground floor, which has a stopchamfer surround, and three lights over with a beaded frame and a four-panel
beaded door. There is a window to the north with a stop-chamfer surround. It
contains a five-light window, with four small upper lights, one of which is filled with
mesh, all of which are fixed. It has a narrow stone sill, and a few slates are still
present, hung over a rough timber lintel. There are quoins at the north end, where
there is a six-light unhorned sash window on the first floor, before the elevation
returns to the east.
4.2.21 On the north-east side the yard wall has a monopitch corrugated iron roof
attached (Plate 43). This is supported by four upright posts, which are relatively
modern in date, holding a chamfered beam, with another central chamfered beam
perpendicular to it and modern hurdle fences, on top of low concrete block walls.
There is a cobble floor inside this structure, with flags and concrete blocks in the
north-east corner possibly denoting the position of a hearth.
4.2.22 At the south end of this monopitch roof a curved bracket remains, connecting
to a continuation of the roof against the west elevation of the house (Plate 40). This
has original chamfered posts and brackets and stop-chamfering on the beam and
one inserted plain post. There are plastic rain water goods attached to the outer
(west) edge.
4.2.23 North elevation, east of yard (Elevations 8-11; Fig 6): the west end is
formed by a small monopitch/hipped outshut and is butted by the yard wall (Plate 44).
This is built of rough courses of slate with triangular limestone coping. The outshut
has a moulded iron gutter and an iron down pipe. There are dressed limestone
quoins with neatly pecked edges at the west corner. The wall returns to the south
beyond this, and there is a small vent with a grilled cover and single-light frame with
beaded decoration and gritstone sill and lintel.
4.2.24 The return butts the hipped gable of a two storey extension to the north (Plate
45-46). This too has a moulded iron gutter on square timber corbels. There is a
central window on the ground floor, which is a four-light horned sliding sash, with a
moulded surround, lugged at the top and bottom, over a rough timber lintel. At the
east end the wall returns again to the south, and this elevation is covered in
roughcast render. There are two first floor windows and one ground floor window, in
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the same style as the rest of the elevation. The two windows on the south side are
both 16-light unhorned sash casements, while the one of the north side is a slightly
smaller 12-light unhorned sash.
4.2.25 There is a moulded iron gutter along the top, supported by pairs of square
corbels. There is a small grilled aperture on the north side on the ground floor, and a
vent with a decorative metal grill between the windows to the south, and one lower
down. There is a plastic down pipe running from the gutter. This return butts the main
elevation, at the point where it forms a hipped gable, partially obscuring it in the
process.
4.2.26 The main part of the elevation has what would have been a central
symmetrical five-sided entrance hall/porch, although for additions between it and the
wall to the west have reduced it to four sides, resulting in the area to the west of the
porch projecting to the north more than the east. West of the entrance hall there are
four windows, two per floor, with the two on the west the largest. All have the same
type of moulded lugged surround. The ground floor windows have 12- and 16-light
horned sashes (on the east and west sides respectively), and the first floor has two
12-light unhorned sashes. There are relatively late cast iron down pipes, one marked
‘Haxa 112’ and with a British standard kite mark, and plastic pipes.
4.2.27 The centre of the main part of the elevation is formed by a canted bay porch
with a cyma moulded string course. There is a central door on the ground floor, with
a beaded surround and fluted Scotia-moulded capitals (Plate 47). These have
apparently been cut at the top and bottom and modern moulded rails inserted in
order to incorporate concrete plinths with urns on top. These overlie a concrete
drainage channel.
4.2.28 The roof of the entrance hall is flat and has scrolled corbels holding a
moulded iron gutter. The doorway is double, and the doors have beaded decoration
around three panels in each half. The two top panels on each side have rounded
corners, and around the door is a square surround, with three floral medallions on the
lintel (a copper alloy lamp has been attached over the central one) and iron bell pull
on the west jamb. There are two urns on concrete plinths in front and there is a lower
rendered plinth along the base. Above the door is a pair of two-by-12-light unhorned
sash casement window, with beaded edges and a similar lugged moulded surround.
4.2.29 Flanking either side of the doorway is a 12-light sash window, with scrolled
horns and lugged surrounds. There is a further doorway in the east side of the porch,
with a bead and ogee moulded surround (Plate 48). It has a modern door with a pair
of raised and fielded panels below a single large light. There is part of what is
probably the original render flush with the door surround on the south side, and part
of the string course has been cut for a plastic down pipe.
4.2.30 East of the porch, the east side of the wall has a higher, hipped roof, and the
rest is gabled. There are six windows, three per floor, all with 12-light sash
casements and all with the same lugged moulded surround. The ground floor
windows and the easternmost window on the first floor have scrolled horns, while the
remaining two windows have none, and around them small iron ‘clips’ are fixed to the
wall, presumably for supporting the former trellis. There is a cast iron moulded gutter
on pairs and threes of square corbels, with cast iron down pipes. There are also two
cross-shaped tie rods (corresponding to the two bolts visible in the east end of the
south elevation; see Section 4.2.3), which have become partially covered by render.
4.2.31 The return to the north at the east end has the same moulded gutter on pairs
and threes of square corbels. There is a plastic down pipe to the south. There is
single doorway, which has the same lugged moulded surround, and a beaded inner
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surround and the recess/jambs have beaded panels (Plate 49). The door has two
large ogee moulded panels.
4.2.32 The east end has the same gutter, and a hipped roof with a raised roof light in
pagoda form with a lead covering and pierced denticulate decoration (Plate 49). The
corbels supporting the moulded gutter only appear to the west of the central bay
window, which is canted. It has 18 lights, with each of the smaller upper lights
containing six leaded panels. The frames have plain square columns but what
appear to be pegged joints. The window is sat on a plain sill band and a low wall of
rusticated limestone blocks on a chamfered plinth. The top has denticulate
decoration and a leaded roof.

4.3

Internal Detail – Cellar (Fig 7)

4.3.1 Room 1, cellar: this small low room has an earth floor, and the ceiling has
joists orientated north/south supporting tongue and groove floorboards, all of which
are machine cut. The walls all have the remains of render and whitewash. The north
elevation is plain, with what appears to be a projecting stub wall on the east side
(Plate 50). The east elevation is plain, with a hole cut through on the north side for a
modern pipe, and a doorway on the south side. The south and west elevations are
plain.
4.3.2 Room 2, cellar: this has a painted concrete floor, and the walls and ceiling
are plastered and painted with underwater scenes. The north elevation is not an
elevation as such, as there is a flight of eight gritstone steps to the ground floor (Plate
51), and a modern panel over the door at the top, with a beaded surround. The east
elevation has a small beaded plank door to cellar Room 3, which has a plain
surround. The wall returns to the east beyond this, before coming to a block of
masonry. The rest of the elevation is plain, with a doorway on the south side with a
perforated beaded plank door. The south elevation has a single door, covered with
board and with a modern ovolo moulded surround. The west elevation is mostly
plain, curving round at the north end and open to a flight of spiral slate stairs, which
are blocked at the top (Plate 52). There are two corbels (?) in the ceiling in the northwest corner.
4.3.3 Room 3, cellar: this is currently used as a store. It has a concrete floor, with
a channel formed against a step in the south-west corner, by a row of edge set red
bricks marked ‘Claughton Manor Brick Co Caton’ (Plate 53). It has a plaster ceiling,
and three boxed in beams orientated north/south on the east side. All the walls are
plastered and/or whitewashed, and have modern shelves on L-shaped brackets
attached. All the elevations are plain. The west elevation has a door on the south
side, with battens. The south elevation has a return to the east built of concrete
blocks.
4.3.4 Room 4, cellar: this has a concrete floor, a plaster ceiling, and four beams
orientated east/west, two on brick buttresses on the east side. All the walls are
plastered and painted and they are plain. There is a block of masonry in the northwest corner, corresponding to that in Room 2. There is a modern door in the west
elevation.
4.3.5 Room 5, cellar: this has a concrete floor, a plaster ceiling, and three beams
orientated east/west on chamfered posts, and one buttress on the west side (Plate
54). The walls are all plastered and painted. The north elevation has a plank and
batten door in the centre, with long original strap hinges, and the wall is curved. The
east elevation has a plank and batten door in the north side with original (?) strap
hinges. There is a buttress to the south. The south elevation is plain, and has a sink
on a brick stand at the west end. The west elevation has a projecting chimneybreast
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in the centre, and an inserted two-by-two-light fire door to the north. It has modern
ogee-moulded skirting throughout.
4.3.6 Room 6, cellar: the floor is covered by carpet but is probably concrete
beneath, and it has a plaster ceiling with a lower hollow area orientated east/west
along the north side, possibly housing cables and pipes, above which is the ceiling
proper. There is a beam orientated north/south across the centre, supported by a
hollow rectangular-section iron post on the north side. The walls are all finished with
plaster and paint, and have a very plain modern skirting board and work benches
against the north and south walls, both of which have stud partition walls over them
leaving a gap between them and the actual wall. The north elevation is plain, and the
east elevation is also plain, with a hatch on the north side which is screwed shut. The
west elevation contains a doorway on the south side with a modern roll-moulded
surround and a panel over the door.
4.3.7 Room 7, cellar: this was presumably originally the wine cellar and/or cold
store, and is now used as a store. It has a painted concrete floor, and is divided by a
perforated wall orientated east/west. It has a plaster ceiling with two beams running
north/south, one in the centre and one on the west side clad with plasterboard. There
are slate shelves in the north-west corner (Plate 55) on large (brick?) pillars, one of
which has a small aperture at the base running west where it reaches a dead end at
the main wall. Within this were three pieces of pearlware decorated with a green shell
edge, dating to the mid 18th to early 19th century. On the north side of this drain the
jamb is formed by a concrete block. There is a step in the floor on the south side of
the room. The walls are all roughly plastered and painted, and there is a large bulge
in the north-west corner.
4.3.8 The north elevation has a modern door on the east side, with a frame recently
and quite crudely added exposing stonework in the jambs and lathes above. The
east elevation is plain, with a pipe vent (?) north of the centre. The south elevation is
also plain with two pipe vents; the one on the west side certainly connects to an air
brick in the south external elevation. The west elevation is plain but for a central
window, blocked with plasterboard (?) on the west side, which has small lead panes,
wire mesh, iron bars, and a timber lintel (Plate 56). It is divided by the addition of the
perforated wall, the doorway within which has a machine cut timber lintel. There is a
ceramic pipe vent to the north of the window.

4.4

Internal Detail – Ground Floor (Fig 8)

4.4.1 Room 1, ground floor: this originally formed part of the outbuildings or
service wing, and was most recently used as a science room for the school. It has a
concrete floor, a painted lathe and plaster ceiling, and plastered and painted walls.
There is a timber panel partition forming a baffle-type entry in the south-east corner,
with bevel-raised and fielded panels on the east side (Plate 57). The north and south
walls have attached shelves and work benches; the northern bench is complete with
sinks and taps. All the walls have square-section plain skirting board.
4.4.2 The north-east corner has re-used panels/doors attached, which are ogee
moulded and evidently cut down to fit, with a recessed brass handle on the south
side (Plate 58). There is a window in the west elevation, which has splayed jambs, a
stone sill, and a hinged opening with a rat’s tail latch. In the east elevation there is a
window with splayed jambs almost to the floor. The window is partly covered to fit
shelves and there is a slot cut into the base for a pipe.
4.4.3 There is a door to the south, which is four-panel, ogee moulded on the
outside and plain on the inside, with a beaded frame. The south wall appears to be
inserted as it butts the west side.
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4.4.4 Room 2, ground floor: this was also originally part of the outbuildings or
service wing, and is currently used as a store. It has a buff yellow
sandstone/gritstone flag floor (Plate 59), and a painted lathe and plaster ceiling with
eight chamfered battens orientated north/south nailed onto it. The walls are all
plastered and painted and have a square-section skirting board. There is a modern
batten and hooks attached to the south elevation, and the door to the west is fourpanel, ogee-moulded, and beaded. The window in the west elevation has a timber
sill, splayed jambs, and is a fixed casement with ovolo-moulded decoration and
modern bars nailed across it. There is modern shelving attached to the north
elevation.
4.4.5 The east elevation has a window with splayed jambs, and it is a four-light
sash with scrolled horns, a beaded surround, and a timber sill. The door to the south
has six plain panels on the inside, four ogee-moulded and beaded panels externally,
and a beaded surround.
4.4.6 Room 3, ground floor: as with Room 2, this was presumably originally part
of the service wing or an outbuilding, and is currently used as a store. It has a timber
board floor orientated east/west; the boards are very regular, possibly tongue and
groove, and typically 0.15m wide. There is a lathe and plaster painted ceiling, with a
cyma-moulded and beaded cornice (Plate 60). The walls are all plastered and
painted, and they all have small stores/shoe racks attached. The skirting board is
cyma moulded and astragal.
4.4.7 The north elevation has a vent with a cast iron grate below the ceiling, which
has decorative iron work in a floral and geometric pattern. There is a fireplace east of
the centre with a plain stone mantle and a chamfered surround with a chamfered
pointed arch opening (Plate 61). The centre is blocked with iron sheet and covered
by shelves. Behind the blocking the surround is evidently tiled and the tiles have a
floral pattern in a late 19th century style. There is a door to the west.
4.4.8 The west elevation is plain, and the south elevation has a large two-by-fourlight sash window on the east side with scrolled horns, a beaded surround, and
splayed jambs. The east elevation is plain apart from a door on the south side, which
is astragal moulded and has a beaded surround and a four-panel ogee-moulded
door.
4.4.9 Room 4, ground floor: this was presumably originally also part of the service
wing, and is currently used as a changing room. It has a timber board floor,
orientated east/west, and the boards, which may be tongue and groove, are typically
0.17m wide. There is a concrete block set into the floor on the east side (Plate 62),
presumably a former hearth stone, and there are patches of repair elsewhere. There
is a painted lathe and plaster ceiling, and the walls all have a plaster and paint finish,
with tiles and large boards with clothes hooks and low benches attached. The walls
also have a simple roll-moulded skirting board.
4.4.10 The north elevation has a window on the east side with splayed jambs to the
floor, with a four-light sash, a beaded surround, and scrolled horns. The east
elevation has an inserted doorway with a modern door, which steps up on a concrete
step (Plate 61) to Room 6, cutting the skirting board. The south elevation comprises
a lathe a plaster partition wall with a central doorway, which has an ogee-moulded
and beaded surround, and a four-panel door which is also ogee-moulded and
beaded. The west elevation is plain.
4.4.11 Room 5, ground floor: this was originally, and still is, a corridor along the
south side of service buildings to the west linking them to the main house. It has a
timber board floor at the west end (continuous with Room 4 but separated from
Room 3). The boards are typically 0.17m wide, and are probably tongue and groove.
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There is a lathe and plaster painted ceiling, with an ogee-moulded cornice (this
appears to be timber rather than plaster, and is more like a re-used skirting board).
The walls are all finished with plaster and paint, with a roll-moulded dado rail which
has been augmented with a plain strip and roll-moulded re-used skirting board on the
north side (Plate 63). The floor steps up to the east and is concrete (?) and covered
by carpet, with further steps at the east end.
4.4.12 The north elevation has two doors, both with ogee-moulded surrounds and
four-panel doors in the same style. The east elevation has a doorway with a modern
fire door, which is very plain. The west elevation has a doorway like those in the
north elevation. The south elevation has two windows to the east, both four-light fixed
casements with timber sills and splayed jambs. There is a doorway to the west with a
modern three-light door, a concrete step, and a beaded surround. The skirting board
respects it on the west side and the dado rail does on both sides.
4.4.13 Room 6, ground floor: this was originally also part of the service wing but
was most recently used as a shower/bathroom. It has a concrete floor, raised relative
to Room 4, with a raised and tiled step on the east side forming a urinal. There is a
large concrete bath in the centre (Plate 64), and a plaster board ceiling which is
slightly higher in level at the east end. The walls are all finished with tiles and there
are aluminium sheets against the east wall.
4.4.14 The north elevation has two windows, both four-light sash with splayed jambs,
scrolled horns, and beaded surrounds. There is a sink attached and there are pipes
for the showers to the west. The west elevation is plain, with an inserted door on the
north side. The south elevation is plain with a four-panel ogee-moulded door with an
ogee-moulded surround (Plate 65). The east elevation is plain, with a urinal and
ceramic water tank attached.
4.4.15 Room 7, ground floor: this was presumably originally a scullery, and is now
used as a wash room. It has a concrete floor, which is lower relative to Room 8 to the
east. It has a lathe and plaster ceiling with three plain battens orientated north/south,
holding five battens orientated east/west, with L-shaped hooks (all modern). The
walls are all plastered and painted, with shelves attached around the south-west
corner and a boxed boiler/water tank against the east wall.
4.4.16 The north elevation has an adjoining door and window on the west side; the
door has 12-lights over two ogee-moulded panels with inner beaded frames. The
window is a two-light scrolled horned sash, splayed on the east side. The south and
west elevations are plain, and the east elevation contains a doorway accessed by
three concrete steps (Plate 66). The door is covered on the west side and has six
ovolo-moulded panels on the east side.
4.4.17 Room 8, ground floor: this was originally, and still is, a kitchen. It has a
board floor (?), covered by vinyl sheeting, and a lathe and plaster ceiling. The walls
all have a plaster and paint finish, with a roll-moulded skirting board. The north
elevation has a doorway on the west side with a beaded surround but no door
remaining. There is a central fireplace which has a heavy square stone surround
almost 2m in height, and a square timber mantle (Plate 67). It has been mostly
infilled to form a smaller grate, with a projecting iron ‘shelf’ and a smaller arched
stone surround. To the east there are shelves built into a gap, fixed to the walls and
with no base (Plate 67). The shelving has a beaded tongue and groove panel back,
an ovolo-moulded fascia, and a carved top or barge board with an ovolo-moulded
entablature.
4.4.18 The west elevation has two doorways with ovolo-moulded surrounds with an
ovolo-moulded batten between them, which doesn’t quite fit at the north end, and the
doorway to the south has a four-panel ovolo-moulded door. The south end projects to
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form a cupboard in the south-west corner (Plate 68). The upper part of the cupboard
is built of large beaded boards, while the lower part is not accessible and probably
built of stud walling. After it returns to the south its west face form a double doorway
with a six-panel ovolo moulded door; only the north half opens however. At the south
side part is blocked by a cupboard against the south elevation (Plate 68). Internally
there are three modern shelves, and the doors have a plain finish.
4.4.19 The south elevation is largely covered by a large dresser or cupboard on the
west side (Plate 69). The upper part has two sliding doors, each with four tall panels,
which are moulded and beaded with recessed brass handles (similar to those in the
re-used panelling/doors in ground floor Room 1). Internally there are four shelves.
The dresser is topped with a cyma-moulded entablature. The lower part has four
drawers and two paired doors, which are also cyma moulded. To the east is a
doorway with an ovolo-moulded surround and a wide door with six bevel-raised and
fielded panels above a bevel-raised and fielded geometric design (Plate 70). The
north side is covered by modern board and the south has modern battens attached.
4.4.20 Room 9, ground floor: this was presumably originally part of the kitchen,
which is also its current use. It has a vinyl-covered floor, and a lathe and plaster
ceiling covered in flock wallpaper. The north, south, and east walls are finished with
tiles, and all walls are finished with plaster and paint. There are worktops and ovens
against the north and south walls.
4.4.21 The north elevation contains a large four-light sash window with a beaded
surround, scrolled horns, and splayed jambs. The east elevation is plain, with a small
vent below the ceiling, which has a hinged cast iron cover and an ovolo-moulded
surround. The south elevation is plain, and has a noticeable bulge near the centre
where it forms the rear of the large fireplace in Room 8. There is a doorway to the
west with a beaded surround. The west elevation has a doorway on the north side
with an ovolo-moulded surround, and a six-panel door, beaded on the east side
(Plate 71) and ovolo-moulded on the west.
4.4.22 Room 10, ground floor: this was presumably originally a store or larder, and
is currently used as a washroom. It has a concrete floor, with a slight recessed area
on the east side, and a plasterboard ceiling with a hatch on the south side. The walls
are all tiled, with shelves on the north and south. The west elevation has a small
window with a three-light fixed casement of relatively modern date, and a timber sill.
The east elevation has a doorway with a beaded surround and no door. The ceiling is
suspended, and the original ceiling above is lathe and plaster with iron meat hooks
still in situ.
4.4.23 Room 11, ground floor: this was originally, and still is, a porch. It has a
buff/yellow sandstone/gritstone flag floor, and a suspended ceiling with a hatch.
There are stone steps on the east side, the treads of which have been repaired with
concrete (Plate 72). The walls are all plastered and painted, and have square section
skirting board. The north elevation has a four-panel cyma-moulded door with a
beaded surround and the original brass handle and latch, with the top two panels cut
for adding mesh. The east elevation has a six-panel ovolo-moulded door with a
beaded surround (Plate 72), and the south elevation has a central ogee-moulded
door with a beaded surround. The west elevation contains a door with three lights
above, which are ovolo-moulded, and the door has four ogee-moulded panels and a
beaded surround.
4.4.24 Room 12, ground floor: this was presumably originally used as a cold store
and is now used as a pantry. It has a concrete floor, with a step down from the south,
and a suspended plaster ceiling. There are iron meat hooks along the west side, and
there is a slate shelf against the east elevation (Plate 73), with a raised squaresection ‘skirting’, over the top and along the east elevation. Shelves are attached to
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the east and north elevations on original(?) chamfered timber brackets. The walls are
all roughly plastered and painted, and are mostly unremarkable. There is a five-light
fixed casement in the west elevation, with one light meshed, and a slate sill. There is
also a meshed aperture at a high level in the east elevation with a modern surround.
4.4.25 Room 13, ground floor: this was originally a corridor and servants’ stair, and
is now still used as a corridor and stair. The floor has a vinyl covering, and there is a
plaster ceiling, sloping down below the stairs in the south-west corner. There are
stairs against the north-west corner with stripped fairly plain 18th century turned
balusters, with two per tread, a larger newel post and an open string on the south
side (Plate 74). The stair turns north and doglegs east at the first floor.
4.4.26 The walls are all plastered and painted, and have roll-moulded skirting board.
The north elevation is mostly covered by stairs, which are respected by the skirting
board. The door on the east side has an ovolo-moulded surround and raised and
fielded door (see Room 8 description). There are servants’ bells above labelled, from
west to east: ‘Sewing’, ‘Wing’, ‘Bachelors’, ‘Red’, ‘Beech’, ‘Pink’, ‘Front door’, painted
on small oval copper plates.
4.4.27 In the east elevation there is a doorway on the south side, within which is a
fire door with a single light over it, a beaded surround, and a door with six cymamoulded panels exposed on the west side, while the east side is covered. There are
servants’ bells above labelled, from north to south: ‘Drawing’, ‘Dining’, ‘South’, ‘South
dressing’, ‘Hall’. They are fixed to a board with a beaded bottom edge. The south
elevation is plain except for servants’ bells labelled, from east to west: ‘Porch’,
‘Library’, ‘Billiard’, ‘Cedar’, ‘West’, ‘Bath’, ‘Lilac’, ‘Drawing’ (Plate 75). There is vertical
housing for the bell cables at the west end, with beaded edges.
4.4.28 The west elevation has a doorway to the west wing with a beaded surround
and a four-panel ovolo-moulded door. Beneath the stairs there is a small area at the
west end with a doorway with a beaded surround and no door, and a modern door
added on the east side closing the under stair area, which has modern panels and a
sandstone flag floor. There are modern doors to the north below the cupboard in
Room 8, which also has a plain timber board floor. This suggests that most of Room
12 probably originally had a flag floor.
4.4.29 Room 14, ground floor: this was presumably originally a lobby or servants’
access, and is now a lobby. It has a vinyl floor and a plaster ceiling covered with
textured wallpaper, and a cyma- and roll-moulded cornice (Plate 76). The walls are
all plastered and painted, with faint traces of a scored ashlar block effect. There is a
roll-moulded skirting board around the whole room, continuing into Room 17 to the
south.
4.4.30 The north elevation has a large 16-light window with scrolled horns, a beaded
surround, and a cast iron radiator below. The east elevation has a central door with
an ogee-moulded surround and a four-panel door in the same style (Plate 77). There
is an ovolo-moulded bracket with coat hooks to the south, and there is some rebuild
or repair to the south side of the door. The south elevation has a large opening on
the east side, which may be inserted, and is angled on the west side where it is
possibly splayed, and it has an ovolo-moulded batten to the west. The west elevation
has a large modern cupboard on the north side, and there is a door to the south with
a beaded surround and one light over it.
4.4.31 Room 14a, ground floor: this was presumably originally a lobby, and is now
a toilet, forming a small room between Rooms 14 and 15. It has a quarry tile floor on
a diagonal alignment with small tiles between larger square ones – the same as in
Room 15. It has a plaster ceiling with textured wallpaper covering it, and a cymamoulded and beaded cornice. All the walls have tiles over the lower part and textured
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wallpaper over the upper part. The skirting board along the south and east walls is
astragal moulded, while the skirting board along the north wall is plain and modern.
4.4.32 The north elevation contains a 12-light sash window with scrolled horns and
beaded, square jambs. There is a toilet and urinal below. The west elevation has a
round wooden pulley/boss on the north side high up, and a sink and radiator below.
There is a doorway to the south, which has an ogee-moulded and beaded surround
and a four-panel ogee-moulded door. The south elevation is plain. The east elevation
has a doorway the outer surround of which has narrow engaged round columns,
which have Scotia-moulded capitals and bases on an octagonal plinth, with a fluted
rail running from the tops along the jambs (Plate 78), into Room 15. The skirting
board also runs into Room 15. The door has a more recent ogee-moulded surround
and a very basic four-panel ogee-moulded door. The east wall is an inserted
partition.
4.4.33 Room 15, ground floor: this is the main entrance hall or porch on the north
side of the building. It has a quarry tile floor as per Room 14a, with a star pattern in
the centre (Plate 79). It has a plaster ceiling with a very large central boss, decorated
with acanthus leaves and lilly(?) flowers (Plate 80). The outer cornice is a rollmoulded outer rail with rose bosses and the cornice proper is cyma moulded (Plate
81). The walls all have a plaster and paint finish, and an ogee-moulded and beaded
skirting board, which is largely covered by later cupboards.
4.4.34 The north elevation contains a central double doorway with narrow round
columns engaged to the jambs, with Scotia-moulded capitals and bases on octagonal
plinths (like those in Room 14a), with an entablature across the top with roll-moulded
and beaded decoration and a fluted rail (Plate 82). The doors are each three panels,
ovolo-moulded and astragal with brass bolts at the top and bottom. The east and
west sides are canted. Each has a 12-light sash, with scrolled horns and beading,
and beneath each is a piece of plywood(?) nailed to the wall. At ground level modern
cupboards/seats have been added. The windows also have engaged round columns
with octagonal plinths, but no capitals.
4.4.35 The west elevation has a large opening with engaged columns as per those
to the north. A fluted rail on capitals forms a round rolled arch over the top. Partition
walls have been added and a doorway with one ovolo-moulded surround and a fourpanel cyma-moulded door included. The fluted rail is continued across to the door
surround, although it is not quite the same as the rest being slightly more rounded
and with wider divisions.
4.4.36 The south elevation has a central doorway with a decorative fan light
incorporating painted glass (see Room 16 description; Plate 83). The doorway has
an outer surround with engaged columns like those to the west, and a roll-moulded
entablature with a fluted rail. This has two flanking ogee-moulded panels and a rollmoulded round arch. Each door has three bevel raised and fielded panels with cyma
moulded decoration. To the west is a modern cupboard, and to the east is a late 19th
century radiator cover, which continues the fluted rail decoration, and is in the same
style as that used in the door to the west (i.e. not quite the same as that used
elsewhere), and with cyma-moulded perforated panels (Plate 84). The radiator
behind is marked ‘Seward Lancaster’.
4.4.37 The east elevation contains a doorway, which is respected by the skirting
board but has no surround. The door has one large upper light with an ovolomoulded surround and two ogee-moulded panels below.
4.4.38 Room 16, ground floor: this is the main a hall on the north side of the
building. It has a carpeted floor probably over floorboards, and a plaster ceiling,
which is relatively plain, and is divided east/west by a north/south beam with beaded
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edges. All this is finished with a cavetto-moulded cornice. It is open to the first floor
on the west side above the stairs, and there is a further beam on the east side
orientated north/south, with a pyramid stop-chamfer decoration (Plate 85). All the
walls are finished with plaster and pain and have a scored ashlar effect. There is a
tall roll-moulded skirting board throughout.
4.4.39 The north-west corner is filled by a staircase, which has cast iron splats with
scrolled foliage and a lion’s head at the base, one per tread (Plate 86). It has iron(?)
newel posts, which are baluster turned with foliage decoration. There are two pairs of
inserted steel posts at the base and two pairs of original splats missing on the east
side. The banister rail spirals, as does the bottom tread. The side of each tread has a
slight moulded lip and is decorated with carved brackets, and a large turned support
post with a square base and capital with chamfer decoration supports the stairs. The
underside is covered by roll-moulded and ogee-moulded panels.
4.4.40 There is a doorway to the east of the stairs with a double door, each with
three panels; it has a square ogee-moulded surround. There are tall fluted panels to
either side and a fluted rail above with a rolled entablature, and a round arch in the
same style and a fan light. This has painted panels including a central motif of an
urn(?) above which is a heraldic crest (see Appendix 3). The text reads ‘Victory HN
Trafalgar’ and ‘Seward 1809’ (see Appendix 3 for further description and discussion;
Plate 87). Either side is another urn and a floral motif (Plate 88) and below are two
cherubs with a lion (Plate 89). East of this the wall returns beneath the first beam,
with an engaged fluted timber pilaster, which has an entablature decorated with egg
and dart, while the base has a square plinth with moulding (Plate 90).
4.4.41 East of the return below the beam is a radiator box against the wall, which is
clearly later, but has an astragal moulded plinth and two perforated cast iron panels.
There is a window to the east which is a 12-light sash, with scrolled horns and a
beaded surround. Above is an additional picture rail which ends at the east wall and
is apparently cut at the west end.
4.4.42 The east elevation contains a doorway on the north side, with a ogeemoulded surround and six ogee-moulded panels with inner astragal moulded panels.
There is a central chimneybreast and fireplace in polished black marble, with
engaged Doric type columns on either side. The inner part has inserted grey-grained
marble panels, a narrow black marble surround, and an inserted sheet iron hood
(Plate 91). The back has flanking fluted iron panels and the same at the back.
4.4.43 The east side of the south elevation is plain. It has the same picture rail,
which ends at the east wall and has been cut at the west end. There is a doorway to
the west of the beam, which contains a modern two-light fire door with an ogeemoulded surround. Beneath the beam is an engaged pilaster mirroring that to the
north. On the west is another door with an ogee-moulded surround and six ogeemoulded panels. It opens into a cupboard with ogee-moulded panelling and modern
shelves, and a very thin wall to the south.
4.4.44 The west elevation has a doorway on the south side. This has engaged rolled
columns with octagonal plinth incorporated into the skirting board and Scotiamoulded capitals and a four-point rounded arch.
4.4.45 Room 17, ground floor: this was, and still is, a lobby, and it has a vinyl
covered floor. It has a plaster ceiling with textured wallpaper and an ovolo-moulded
cornice (Plate 92), and the walls are all finished with plaster and paint and scored
with ashlar block effect. There is a roll-moulded skirting board throughout.
4.4.46 The north elevation has a large inserted(?) opening on the east side, but is
otherwise plain. The east elevation is curved, and formed by a lathe plaster wall on
the north side. There is a doorway to the south, with engaged round columns on
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octagonal plinths and Scotia-moulded capitals forming to a four-point rounded arch.
The south elevation has a doorway on the west side, with an ovolo-moulded
surround and six beaded panels. The south door opens into an original(?) cupboard
with very plain shelves and plain walls. The door doesn’t quite match the size of the
opening, however, and modern timber has been added against the lintel.The west
elevation has a doorway on the south side and an ogee-moulded surround and
beaded ogee-moulded panelled jambs and lintel, and a modern two-light fire door.
4.4.47 Room 18, ground floor: this was probably originally the dining room, and is
now used as a games room. It has a high ceiling relative to the rooms to the east,
which has a central oval boss with acanthus leaf decoration, surrounded by beads
and fanning and with an outer border of vines (Plate 93). The centre is broken and
missing. There is a cornice incorporating flower bosses and fluted panels (Plate 94),
with a rail of leaves around a twisting cord. The floor is finished with carpet and vinyl,
and the walls are all finished with plaster and paint, with a fluted dado rail with
beading and a roll-moulded skirting board.
4.4.48 The north elevation is a curving wall with a lathe and plaster finish, with two
semi-circular niches with black marble sills (the one to the east is badly damaged),
and beaded edges. The east elevation contains doorways to the north and south,
both with ogee-moulded engaged panels flanking and an entablature with ovolomoulding, a denticular finish, and circular bosses below. The door to the north is a
modern fire door (Plate 95), and there is an earlier door to the south, with brown
stained ogee-moulded panels, opening into a cupboard with ogee-moulded panelling
to the jambs and sill. The door at the back is made of plain square panels, and there
are modern shelves and timber boards in the floor, which are quite wide although
most are split. There is a central dresser cabinet built against the wall (Plate 96). This
has a glass-fronted upper section, with fan lights and cupboards to the lower section,
each with two shelves. There is floral moulding along the entablature and the base,
there is a fluted rail continuing that on the wall, and the front includes rhomboid and
oval panels. It is not the same, however; fluting on the cabinet is rounder and the
junction shows it has cut through the rail on the wall, and the skirting board has also
been cut. There is later(?) hardboard backing added to the interior of the cupboad,
and lights have been fitted.
4.4.49 The south elevation contains a large window, and the centre has inserted
two-by-three-light doors. The flanking windows are six-by-four-light sash casements
with splayed jambs, ogee-moulded panels, and panelled surrounds with engaged
ogee decorated panels and small squares on top. The west elevation is plain except
for a central chimneybreast and fireplace, with a mechanism for the servants’ bells on
either side. The fireplace has black marble surrounds with brown veined inserts
(Plate 97). There are columns on either side, with scrolled Ionic tops. The centre has
an iron insert with beaded edging and a large iron grate with pierced decoration
below.
4.4.50 Room 19, ground floor: this was originally a library or breakfast room and is
now an office. The floor is covered by carpet with timber boards below, each typically
0.17-0.18m wide, and orientated north/south. The ceiling is finished with plaster and
paint, and includes a large beam orientated north/south, with pyramid-chamfer
decoration like that in the hall (Room 16). The ceiling is decorated with a cornice
including a twisted rope design with leaves wrapped round and roll-moulding, which
continues around the beam (Plate 98). All the walls are finished with plaster and
paint, and have tall bookshelves attached. These have a flat top with astragal
moulding below and ogee-moulded panels and round bosses along the top rail (Plate
99). The skirting board is visible against most open parts of the wall, and is ovolo-
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moulded. It has been removed in the north-east corner, and there are no
bookshelves there either. Its relationship to the bookshelves is uncertain.
4.4.51 The north elevation contains a central fireplace with dark grey marble
columns below with small inlaid orange-brown panels and larger inlaid white veined
marble, and a black mantle. It has an iron insert with repeated floral modillions and
an added(?) sheet (Plate 100). There is a concrete(?) hearth fender and a concrete
lining to the sides and back, over brick. The bricks are a reddish pink, typically 0.25m
long by 0.12m wide. There is a bell pull to the east.
4.4.52 The east elevation is mostly covered by shelves. There is a doorway on the
south side with a later door which has six ogee-moulded panels, and an ogeemoulded surround. The south elevation has a large window with a two-by-four-light
sash with scrolled horns, splayed jambs with ogee-moulded panels and engaged
round columns on octagonal bases, partly cut for the bookshelf on the north side,
suggesting the shelves are later. The west elevation is mostly covered by shelves.
There is a central ‘secret’ doorway built into the bookshelves (Plate 99), the
associated part of which is attached to the door and opens on large hinges on the
north side. The door is made of plain square panels.
4.4.53 Room 20, ground floor: this was formerly the lounge, and is now the staff
room. It has a carpeted floor over boards(?), and a plaster ceiling divided east/west
by a beam orientated north/south with ovolo-moulded moulded panels. The beam is
supported by two fluted Doric columns on a roll-moulded base with capitals and
fluted square pilasters against the north and south walls in a similar style (Plate 101).
There is a cornice throughout with twisted rope and entwined leaves over cyma
moulding. The walls are all finished with plaster and paint, with a tall skirting board
with astragal and cavetto(?) moulding.
4.4.54 The north elevation contains a doorway on the west side, with ovolo moulding
and a modern two-light fire door. There is a fireplace on the east side with an ovolomoulded entablature and surround and beading (Plate 102). There is a fluted iron
insert and a hob grate with classical figures – a muse, a lyre player, cherubs, and two
female profile portraits, as well as wreaths. There are flower bosses on the grate. It is
brick backed, with mid-pink bricks typically 0.23m long by 0.12m wide. There are
servants’ bell pulls to east and west.
4.4.55 The east elevation contains a central doorway with a cyma-moulded surround
and a raised entablature with an overhanging cavetto top (Plate 103). The door has
six panels with beaded moulding. The south elevation contains a large window on the
east side, with a two-by-four-light horned sash which has an ogee-moulded surround
and panels in splayed jambs. There is a smaller doorway to the west with two-byfour-light double doors and ogee moulded panels and outer doors.
4.4.56 Room 21, ground floor: this was probably originally the drawing room or a
small ballroom, and is now a dining room. It has a timber board floor, with sprung(?)
boards orientated east/west and typically 0.12m wide. The ceiling is finished with
plaster and paint, with an ornate cornice which has an outer rail of twisted cord with
entwined leaves (Plate 104). The upper part is a raised with pierced row of leaves
and flowers over moulding, above a twisted astragal. The walls are all finished with
plaster and paint with a narrow moulded picture rail and a dado rail. There is a tall
ogee-moulded skirting board.
4.4.57 The north elevation contains two windows, each a 12-light sash with scrolled
horns, and splayed jambs with a ogee-moulded surround and panels. There are
radiator covers below each with perforated iron grills and a beaded surround. The
east elevation has a doorway on the north side with engaged round columns on
octagonal bases with Scotia-moulded capitals (Plate 105). There is no panelling in
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the jambs but there is a cyma-moulded rail at the column tops and the skirting board
continues. There is a central fireplace, which is very badly damaged, with very ornate
inlaid marble with a central frieze of an urn and flanking smaller friezes. It has fluted
engaged columns also with inlaid marble (Plate 106).
4.4.58 There is a badly damaged door at the south end with an ovolo-moulded
surround, and the skirting board has been cut to fit it (Plate 107). The door is six
bevel raised panels, and modern surrounds are clumsily sat on top of the skirting
board. The adjoining wall is a partition filling a larger opening (perhaps a former
window), and there is a single bell pull either side of the fireplace.
4.4.59 The south elevation contains a large central window with two flanking six-byfour-light sashes and a central 15-light sash. They have splayed jambs with ogeemoulded panels and surrounds with square panels. The west elevation contains a
doorway on the south side with an ogee-moulded door and an ogee-moulded
surround. The door to the north has engaged round columns on octagonal bases and
Scotia-moulded capitals with a round arch, and a door covered by a modern panel.
4.4.60 Room 22, ground floor: this was originally a billiard room and is now a
games room. It has a tongue and groove board floor, with the boards orientated
north/south, each typically 0.09m wide. There are steps up on the north side into the
bay window. The ceiling is finished with plaster and paint, and there is a central roof
light with a leaded border forming ellipses and circles surrounded by a plaster frieze
incorporating swags of foliage (Plate 108). The cornice has an upper pattern of flower
bosses and intertwined ribbons with circles between (Plate 109). The lower part has
a moulded rail either side and twisted cord beading with a central row of flower
bosses. The walls are all plastered and painted, with bolection moulded
frames/panels in the upper part and stained timber panelling over the lower. This has
inlaid geometric panels (triangles) and a fluted band (with rounded tops) and a
rounded skirting board.
4.4.61 The north elevation is dominated by a canted bay window, with fairly plain
cyma-moulded panels on jambs. The step up continues from the floor, although the
boards are orientated east/west instead and benches arranged around the windows
continue the skirting and have brass-grilled openings housing heating pipes, and
brass vents. The edges of the benches are decorated with astragal moulding. The
windows have an ovolo-moulded timber mullions and transoms and a plain square
cornice (Plate 110). The radiators attached to the west side of the north elevation are
marked ‘Pat. No. 2485-1914’.
4.4.62 The east elevation has a central chimneybreast with a bolection moulded
marble surround with a cut timber surround with hand-carved decoration (Plate 111).
It has a fluted rail, a simple moulded mantelpiece, a marble tiled hearth and an iron
insert grate with flower bosses, a central face, and sunburst and flanking sunbursts
over fluted panels with flower detailing.
4.4.63 The south elevation contains a central door, a beaded and ovolo-moulded
surround, and an entablature with a scrolled fascia and a relatively flat plain top. The
door has two bevel-raised and fielded panels, and a surround. It also has the original
brass handle and escutcheon (Plate 112).
4.4.64 The west elevation has two doors in the same style as that to the south. The
south doorway has a modern panel on the door and deep reveals with beaded
panels. The north door is exactly like that to the south. In the north-west corner is the
‘original’ billiard cue rack with a textured base and ebonised(?) bosses and spaniel
head carvings at either end (Plate 113).
4.4.65 Room 23, ground floor: this was possibly originally a dressing room, and is
now a lobby for showers. It has a board floor with the boards orientated east/west
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and being typically 0.11m wide. It has a lathe and plaster ceiling with twisted cord
and entwined leaf design cornice with fairly simple moulding (Plate 114). There is a
small hatch on the north-east side. The walls are all finished with plaster and paint,
and there is a large boiler (?) cupboard against the north-east corner.
4.4.66 The north elevation has a large alcove in the centre, with a round arch which
has bosses either side. There are modern shelves and a radiator with a pierced iron
grill and a marble top. The alcove is flanked by engaged pilasters, with cymamoulded capitals and astragal moulded bases on top of a low ‘plinth’. There are
flower bosses continuing to the west on rail, possibly truncated by the west partition
wall. There are pilasters topped by fluting (?) below the arch.
4.4.67 The east elevation is mostly covered by a large modern cupboard. There is
an inserted door on the south side and modern skirting board respecting this and the
cupboard. The south elevation contains a large window with a four-light horned sash
which has splayed jambs with ogee-moulded panelling and astragal and ogee
surround. It is truncated on the east side due to alterations associated with the
inserted door, which has a concrete step. There is the same flower boss decoration
to the west of the window. The west elevation is plain except that it continues the
decorative scheme from the north elevation (Plate 114) and has an inserted door with
a modern astragal-moulded surround, and a panel covering the door and cut skirting
board.
4.4.68 Room 24, ground floor: the original use for this room is unclear, but it is
currently used as a shower. It has a vinyl floor and a plaster ceiling with lots of damp
and quite a plain ovolo-moulded cornice (Plate 115. The walls are tiled below a rail
and the rest is finished with plaster and paint. There are inserted partitions forming
toilets to the east and showers to the west with sinks in the north-east corner. The rail
may be ‘original’, and has slight cavetto moulding. It is cut by partitions but there is a
scar still visible showing its original position. Likewise, there is a lower cavetto
moulded skirting board throughout, augmented by a later replica added around the
partition on the east side.
4.4.69 The north elevation contains a door to the east, with plain jambs, but the rail
and skirting board respect it and are a reasonably neat fit with the door frame, which
is a light-weight fascia with a beaded edge. The door is two-panel, ogee-moulded,
with an original brass handle and escutcheon. The east elevation has two frosted
two-light sash windows, with scrolled horns and the glass is leaded making elliptical
and circular panels (like the roof light in Room 22). The south elevation is plain, with
a large modern fan vent inserted, ‘skirting’ augmented by a taller but original (?)
section to the east, and it is only partially tiled. The west elevation has an inserted
door to the south. It has modern skirting around it, and the rest is covered by
showers.
4.4.70 Room 25, ground floor: this room has been produced by the enclosing of a
formerly open area. It has a concrete floor and a monopitch corrugated clear plastic
roof. The walls are all exposed and built of roughly coursed stone, except the east
wall which is made from concrete blocks. The room is formed between the end of
Rooms 22 and 24 and the external boundary wall to the south. There is a boiler in the
north-east corner.
4.4.71 The north elevation has a scar for a monopitch roof sloping down to the west
(Plate 116) and quoins for the end of the billiard room on the east side in dressed
limestone. The east elevation is built from concrete blocks with a couple of holes and
sawn off joists for the monopitch roof. It is rendered above. The south elevation has
fuse boxes attached in the south-east corner, and the scar of a monopitch roof
coming across the door on the west side. There is earlier slab coping visible on the
wall top, which has been built up to the new roof level with concrete bricks. There is a
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doorway on the west side, butting the west elevation, the door for which is built of
relatively modern boards and is slatted. The west elevation contains two windows at
a higher level, as per Room 24. They have square stone sills and rendered jambs,
and machine-cut timber lintels, and there is evidence for substantial rebuilding
around them (Plate 117). There is a scar for a monopitch roof below the sills, and
there is a doorway to Cellar 1 in the centre, with a rough timber lintel and a modern
double door (Plate 118). The wall seems to butt that to the north and is thickly
repointed.

4.5

Internal Detail – First Floor (Fig 9)

4.5.1 Room 1, first floor: this room was probably originally a bedroom, and is now
used as a dormitory. The floor is carpeted, presumably over boards, and there is a
plaster ceiling. The ends of tie beams are visible in the north-west and north-east
corners, and in the centre of the east and west elevations, and all of them are
finished with plaster with beaded edges. The walls are all finished with plaster and
paint, with the original roll-moulded skirting board. There are modern notice boards
and shelves attached throughout.
4.5.2 The north elevation is plain. The east elevation has two windows, and the
northern of the two has been converted into a fire escape. It has a four-light hinged
door with a wooden step and sill, and a beaded edge. The southern window is a fourlight sliding sash with scrolled horns and a beaded frame. The south elevation has a
central door with an ogee-moulded surround, tongue and groove beaded board
jambs, and two timber steps up to Room 2 (Plate 119). The door has a modern panel
on the north side, and four ogee-moulded panels on the south. The west elevation
has a long narrow window on the south side, which has a three-light central hinged
casement with a timber sill and hardboard screwed to the wall below.
4.5.3 Room 2, first floor: like Room 1, this room was originally a bedroom, and is
now used as a dormitory. The floor is carpeted over boards and the ceiling is finished
with plaster and paint, with the end of a tie beam on the north side finished with
plaster and with a beaded edge. The walls are all finished with plaster and paint with
modern notice boards and shelves attached. They all have roll-moulded skirting
board.
4.5.4 The north elevation has a central door with an ogee-moulded surround and a
modern panel on the south side of the door, while the north side is six-panel ogeemoulded, unusually with small panels at the bottom, suggesting it is upside down.
The east elevation is a plain partition wall with a door on the south side. It has an
original ogee-moulded surround with a modern panel over the west and east faces of
the door; the original door probably survives beneath. There is another door the
same on the east side. The south elevation is plain, with a window to the west of the
centre. It has splayed jambs, a timber sill, and is a four-light sash with scrolled horns
and a beaded frame. The west elevation has a window on the north side which is a
four-light sash with scrolled horns, a timber sill, splayed jambs, and a beaded frame.
4.5.5 Room 3, first floor: this may originally have been a bedroom, and is now
used as a class room. It has a timber board floor, with the boards orientated
east/west, and each board being typically 0.15m wide. There is a plaster ceiling with
a hatch on the south-west side, and the end of a tie beam visible on the north-west,
orientated north/south. The walls are all finished with plaster and paint, with a rollmoulded skirting board.
4.5.6 The north elevation has a window on the east side which is a four-light sash
with scrolled horns, a timber sill, splayed jambs, and a beaded frame. The east
elevation has a fireplace north of the centre with an iron grate and surround (Plate
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120), with floral decoration and a brick back, the bricks being typically pinkish and
0.23m by 0.11m in size. It has a concrete hearth, and the mantle has been cut to fit a
modern radiator. There is a doorway to the south with a beaded surround, and a
moulded rail above, and the door is panelled on both sides. The south elevation has
a window on the east side, as per that to the north. The west elevation has a door on
the south side with a modern surround; the door is probably panelled beneath this.
The skirting board is cut on the north side.
4.5.7 Room 4, first floor: like Room 3, this may originally have been a bedroom,
and is now used as a class room. It has a timber board floor, with the boards
orientated north/south and being typically 0.11m wide. The ceiling is finished with
plaster and paint, and there are two plaster-covered beams running north/south, both
with beaded edges. There is a scar on the south side for a partition wall running
east/west, and this is also visible in the ceiling, joining a surviving fragment on the
south side of the stairs to the east. There is another partition scar running north/south
on the east side of the room (Plate 121) and there is a small hatch to the west. The
walls are all finished with plaster and paint, with roll-moulded skirting board.
4.5.8 The north elevation has three windows, all four-light sash with scrolled horns,
beaded frames, timber sills, and splayed jambs, except for the west jamb of the east
window, which is square. There are modern shelves and boards attached, and there
is the scar of a partition wall evident to the west of the east window. The east
elevation is mostly covered by shelves. The return of the stub wall on the south side
is respected by the skirting on the north and south sides, with a piece cut and placed
along the west end. There are steps up on the south side to the door, which has a
simple beaded surround and a modern two-light fire door. The south elevation has a
poorly fitted junction in the skirting at the east side. It also has one window, which is a
four-light sash as per those to the north. The west elevation has a door on the south
side which has a modern frame and a panelled door. There is a chimneybreast to the
north with an iron fire surround as per Room 3 and the same brick backing.
4.5.9 Room 5, first floor: this was originally, and still is, stairs and corridor. It has a
carpet floor cover timber boards, and a plaster ceiling with a boxed and beaded
beam along the south side and a beaded beam orientated east/west north of the
centre. It is essentially an L-shaped room, with the longer section running
north/south. The walls are all finished with plaster and paint, except most of the south
side of the east elevation. There is a roll-moulded skirting board.
4.5.10 The north elevation comprises a doorway with an ovolo-moulded surround,
and some ogee moulding, and has a six-panel door with ovolo-moulding. The north
part of the east elevation is plain, with a modern batten for clothes hooks. There is a
door on the north side with a cyma-moulded surround, and a six-panel ovolomoulded door with an original handle. The south side of the east elevation has stairs,
which dogleg, as per the ground floor. There is a slight shelf immediately to the north.
Above the downstairs section of the staircase is an apparently re-used section of
timber panelling. This has bevel-raised and fielded panels and is immediately
adjacent a door to the south, which has a single over light, an ogee-moulded
surround, and a modern fire door (Plate 122).
4.5.11 The south elevation is fairly plain except for beaded boxing along the top
(possibly for bell wire?) and a servants’ bell on the west side. Below this is a square
fielded iron(?) panel with a knob in the centre, probably a bell pull, with an ogeemoulded surround (Plate 123). The west elevation has a door on the south side with
a beaded surround and a modern two-light fire door. There are boxed pipes/cables
above and running to the north where the boxing meets vertical boxing with a beaded
edge, possibly bell cables or pipes, with a batten below. There is a door at the north
end of the elevation, with an ovolo-moulded surround, one light over, and a six panel
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ovolo-moulded door. There is more boxing to the south containing a pipe which runs
down along the south side of the door frame.
4.5.12 Room 6, first floor: this was perhaps originally a store, and is now used as a
bathroom. It has a vinyl floor over boards, and a plaster ceiling, suspended on the
east side against a beaded beam running north/south, sloping on the west side. The
walls are all tiled and have flock wallpaper and paint and a roll-moulded skirting
board.
4.5.13 The north elevation has a window to the west with square jambs, a 12-light
sash, beaded frame, and a timber sill. There is a sink to the east, marked ‘British
Made’, on a cast iron stand. The east elevation has a slight step out on the north
side, which is respected by the skirting, and appears to be stud walling. There is a
door to the south, which is six-panel ovolo-moulded, with one light above, a hinged
top covered by the suspended ceiling, and an ogee-moulded surround. The south
elevation is plain with modern fittings against it, and a shower and bath. The west
elevation has a window on the south side, which is splayed, with tiled jambs, and a
four-light, one-hinged opening. There is a toilet on the north side marked ‘Puritas
British Made’, with a cistern on floral cast iron brackets.
4.5.14 Room 7, first floor: this was originally a bedroom, and is now a dormitory. It
has a carpet floor over timber boards orientated east/west, typically 0.16m wide. The
ceiling is plaster, and has textured wallpaper and a hatch on the south-east side. The
walls are all wallpapered, and have a roll-moulded skirting.
4.5.15 The north and west elevations are plain. The east elevation has a 12-light
window with a beaded frame, and splayed jambs to the ground. The south elevation
has a door on the west side and a ogee-moulded surround, with a panel over the
door. There is a fireplace to the east, with a square stone surround and sill. It has an
iron hob grate with geometric decoration, fleur de lys, and flowers (Plate 124). It has
a brick back, painted black, with the bricks typically 0.23m long by 0.07m thick.
4.5.16 Room 8, first floor: this was originally a bedroom, and is now a dormitory. It
has a carpet floor over boards, and a plaster ceiling, with a beam orientated
east/west on the south side with a chamfer, and a cyma- and cavetto-moulded
cornice throughout. The walls are all wallpapered, and have roll-moulded skirting
throughout.
4.5.17 The west elevation is plain, with a large modern cupboard in the south-west
corner. There is a door on the north side of the west elevation, with a modern panel
over it, and an ogee-moulded surround. The east elevation has a large window with
splayed jambs extending to the floor, a 16-light sash, and a beaded frame. The south
elevation has a door on the east side with an ovolo-moulded surround, a panel over
the door on the north side, with the original door visible on the south, six-light panels,
and an ovolo-moulded original escutcheon. The north elevation includes a fireplace
on the east side, with a square marble surround, and an iron grate with geometric
and floral patterns (Plate 125).
4.5.18 Room 9, first floor: this was, and still is, a corridor, comprising two linked
sections forming an L-shape. The eastern and larger part of the corridor runs
north/south. The floor is covered by carpet over boards(?), and the ceiling is
plastered, with a cornice. On the north side this comprises a simple cyma moulding,
at a higher level, while to the south side it is at a lower level, roll- and cyma-moulded,
and truncated at the north end (Plate 126). There is no cornice in the north-east
corner where a partition has been added. All the walls are plastered and finished with
an ashlar block effect, and there are various types of skirting board.
4.5.19 The north elevation contains a window with splayed jambs, a timber sill, a 12light sash, and a beaded frame. On the east side the splay has been lost due to an
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inserted partition wall. There is modern roll-moulded skirting and boxing. The east
elevation mostly comprises a curving partition. It has a door on the south side with an
ovolo-moulded surround, and a modern two-light fire door. There is an opening at the
north end due to the insertion of partition walls, and there is modern skirting
associated with this. The original skirting continues to the east into Room 13. The
south elevation is plain, with beaded boxing covering servants’ bell cables on the
west side. The west elevation has a door at the north end, with curved jams with tall
original roll-moulded skirting. The doorway is filled with a door and partition walls,
with an ogee-moulded surround, and a modern two-light fire door. To the south is a
large modern cupboard, with a modern skirting board around it. The south end has
stairs up to Room 10, with a heavy turned newel and square-section balusters (Plate
127).
4.5.20 The west part of Room 9 was is a corridor or lobby, and formerly linked the
main house to the servants’ quarters. The floor is covered with carpet, and has a
plaster ceiling with a uniform cavetto-moulded cornice throughout (Plate 128). The
walls are all plastered, with modern roll-moulded skirting throughout. There is a large
modern cupboard in the north-west corner, with the original roll-moulded skirting
behind, and some on the south elevation.
4.5.21 The north elevation contains a door on the east side, with an ovolo-moulded
surround, and an ovolo-moulded six-panel door. The east elevation contains a door
within partition walls, with an ovolo-moulded surround and a modern two-light fire
door. The south elevation has an inserted door, leading to timber stairs up to Room
10 in the centre (Plate 129), which was apparently inserted without damaging the
cornice. The west elevation has a door with a modern two-light fire door, and an
ovolo-moulded surround and one light over. The rear of the re-used panels to the
north of this door is visible within the cupboard where it is finished with ashlar block
effect plaster.
4.5.22 Room 10, first floor: this was originally a bedroom and is now a dormitory. It
has a carpet covered floor over boards(?), and a plaster ceiling with a sky light in the
north-east corner, which has 12 lights with coloured margins, although these have
apparently been truncated or covered by alterations to the ceiling on the north side
(Plate 130). The outer sky-light, which is set into the roof proper consists of fourlights with corrugated glass(?) window. There is one purlin visible within the gap
between orientated north/south. The ceiling has a simple original roll-moulded
cornice (Plate 131), which has been copied with a modern version around the walls
inserted in the north-east corner to form fire doors. All walls are plastered and
painted, with modern boards attached.
4.5.23 The north elevation is plain except for inserted partitions in the east corner
(Plate 132), and modern two-light fire doors with modern roll-moulded surrounds. The
north leads to a small ‘corridor’, revealing the original floor boards, which are
orientated north/south and typically 0.28m wide. Within this area there is a modern
skirting board and stairs, and a cupboard against the east wall, with part of the
original cornice surviving on the east wall. The rest of the east elevation is plain, with
modern partitions on the north side. The south elevation has a central window, with
splayed jambs to the ground, an ogee-moulded surround and panels, and a four-light
sash with scrolled horns. What appears to be chicken wire is visible behind the
external surround, and has apparently been used as a base for the render. The west
elevation has a window on the north side – a 12-light sash with a beaded frame, an
ogee-moulded surround, splayed jambs, no panels, and a timber sill.
4.5.24 Room 11, first floor: this room was, and still is, a bedroom. It has a carpet
floor over boards(?), and a plaster ceiling with a central beam orientated north/south,
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and a cornice with double cavetto and roll moulding. The walls are all plastered and
wallpapered, with a roll-moulded skirting board.
4.5.25 The north elevation contains a central fireplace with a square stone surround
and mantle, as per Room 8 (Plate 133). It has an iron grate, a semi-circular arch with
intertwined cord and floral border and a loose plate with a Royal coat of arms and
‘Patent’ on front and ‘No 150’ and ’30.32.24’ on the rear. The back is stone. The east
elevation is plain with cupboards attached. The south elevation has a large central
window, with a four-light sash with scrolled horns, ogee-moulded surrounds and
panels, splayed jambs to the floor, and inserted shelves below. The east elevation
has a door on the south side with an ogee-moulded surround, with none on the south
side and a 12-light modern door. There is a door in the centre with an ogee-moulded
surround and a six-panel ogee-moulded door.
4.5.26 Room 12, first floor: this is the upper level of the main staircase. It has a
carpet floor over boards, and the stairs are as per the ground floor, with extra iron
posts added along the top landing between the original splats. The ceiling has a very
ornate central light, with eight main lights surrounded by margins and extra panes, all
of which are frosted or crazed and decorated with yellow flowers (Plate 134). One
flower is different, however, being white on red. Within the raised area of light is a
cornice with an egg and dart rail over flower bosses and a lower panel with an egg
and dart border. The main ceiling has a complex cornice of egg and dart over foliage
and beads and wreaths, while the south side has a separate ceiling with ribbed
vaulting, continuing from the doorways to the north and south, with a central flower
boss. Beyond that to the south is an inner hall (Room 14). The walls are all finished
with plaster and paint, having a scored ashlar effect with roll-moulded skirting
throughout.
4.5.27 The north elevation is plain with some evident cracks in the plasterwork. The
east elevation has a doorway on the south side with a modern two-light door and
surround set into partition walls. The south elevation has an opening on the east side
with engaged round columns on octagonal bases with Scotia-moulded capitals and a
round-headed arch (Plate 135). There are modern partitions and doors beyond to the
south. The west elevation is curved, with a door on the south side which has an
ogee-moulded surround. There is a semi-circular niche to the north with a marble sill
and round engaged column surrounds with octagonal bases and Scotia-moulded
tops.
4.5.28 Room 13, first floor: the original function of this room is unclear, although it
may have been a bedroom, but it is currently used as a shower room. It has a vinyl
floor stepping up from west to east, and plaster ceiling, which is covered by a
suspended on the east side and therefore lower. The walls are all plastered and
painted, and the north, east, and west are smooth, while the south has an ashlar
block effect. There is roll-moulded skirting throughout, with some modern
replacement.
4.5.29 The north elevation is wide, and is covered by partitions for toilets on the west
side, behind which is a 12-light sash window with a modern timber sill, a beaded
frame, and splayed jambs. There is modern skirting beneath, and the wall returns to
the south on the east side, which is all re-rendered, possibly due to the door between
the two parts of this room having been inserted. The north side is stud/partition, while
the south side continues the plaster finish. The wall returns to the north into a large
modern cupboard formed by partition walls. There is an angled return to the north
elevation, with two 12-light sliding sash windows, divided by a square ‘mullion’, with a
beaded frame, splayed to the floor. The east elevation is covered by showers, and is
plain. The south elevation has a door on the east side, which is a modern insertion,
with a roll-moulded surround. The west elevation has an open doorway to Room 9.
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4.5.30 Room 14, first floor: this was, and still is, a lobby off the main stairs, formed
by partition walls. It has a carpeted floor and a plaster ceiling with pierced egg and
dart and a floral and bead cornice (Plate 136), as per Room 12. The walls are all
plastered, with an ashlar block effect to the east, west, and south, and a modern
partition to the north. The east, south, and west elevations all have doorways with
cyma-moulded surrounds and six-panel doors. The east and west doors have threepanel jambs.
4.5.31 Room 15, first floor: this may have originally been a wash or dressing room,
and is now a bathroom. It has a carpeted floor, and a plaster ceiling covered with
textured wall paper and a simple roll-moulded cornice. The walls are all wallpapered,
and have roll-moulded skirting. The north elevation contains a doorway with an ogeemoulded surround and a six-panel door. The east elevation has a bath and toilet
attached, and is tiled. The south elevation has a window with a four-light sash,
scrolled horns, an ogee-moulded surrounds, and panels. The west elevation has a
doorway on the south side, with a cyma-moulded surround only on the top and the
north side, and a modern door.
4.5.32 Room 16, first floor: this was, and still is, a bedroom. It has a carpeted floor,
and a plaster ceiling covered with textured wallpaper over most of it, but not the area
in the south-east corner; it has a single beam orientated north/south, and an ogeemoulded cornice. The walls are all wallpapered, with roll-moulded skirting.
4.5.33 The north elevation has a fireplace with a square stone surround, an iron
insert with geometric and floral patterns, and a hob grate (Plate 137). The east
elevation is plain, and the south elevation has a large window with a four-light sash,
scrolled horns, splayed to the floor, an ogee-moulded surround, and panels. The
west elevation is plain, with a door on the north side which has an ogee-moulded
surround, though not on the south side, and a panel over the door.
4.5.34 Room 17, first floor: or it is a short corridor from the main stair. It has a
carpeted floor, and a vaulted ceiling with a cornice on the north and south sides
which is cyma-moulded and beaded. The walls are all finished with plaster and pain,
and have a scored ashlar block effect, and roll-moulded cornice to the north and
south.
4.5.35 The north elevation has a doorway on the east side, with an ogee-moulded
surround and a six-panel ogee-moulded door. There is a slight return at the east end
at the junction with the stairs. The east elevation has an open, round-arched aperture
accessing the stairs, with engaged round columns on octagonal bases and capitals
with Scotia-moulding, but no door (Plate 138). There are iron hand rails attached to
the north and south walls, with brass finials, although one is missing from the east
end on the south side. The south elevation is plain, and has a modern batten with
coat hooks attached. The west elevation has an arched doorway similar to that at the
east end, with inserted partition walls and a door with a plain surround.
4.5.36 Room 18, first floor: this may have formerly been a bedroom, and is now
used as a dormitory. It has a carpeted floor and a plaster ceiling with a roll-moulded
cornice and a beam orientated north/south. The walls are all finished with plaster and
paint, with a roll-moulded skirting board. The north elevation has an inserted fire
escape to the west up two steps, with a modern door that is too small for the
aperture. There is a window to the east with a 12-light sash, splayed jambs extending
to the ground, no surviving panelling or surrounds, which is apparently respected by
the skirting. There is a pipe cutting through to the east of the window. The east
elevation is plain, and the south elevation contains a doorway on the east side, with a
panel over the door, and an ogee-moulded surround.
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4.5.37 Room 19, first floor: this was probably originally the master bedroom, and is
now a dormitory. It has a carpeted floor, and a plaster ceiling with a roll-moulded
cornice (Plate 139) and a scar for a partition wall extending from the west side of the
partitions in the north-east corner, to the north side of the beam orientated east/west.
South of the beam the cornice is cavetto- and cyma-moulded (Plate 140). There is a
low inserted wall against the door to the west and inserted walls in the north-east
corner (Plate 141). The southern of these walls is more recent, while west wall is
original and is respected by the original cornice on both sides.
4.5.38 The west side of the north elevation has a window with a 12-light sash with an
ogee-moulded surround and panelling below, splayed jambs to the ground, and the
upper part is not panelled. The east side of the north elevation has a return for the
‘original’ partition wall, then a later return to the east where there is a doorway with
an ogee-moulded surround and six-panel door. The cornice above doesn’t match
properly but the skirting board apparently does. Inside the small room created is a
12-light sash window to the north with an ogee-moulded surround and panelled
jambs with a more recent cupboard added below forming a sill. There are sinks
against the west wall and toilets against the east and the partition walls are tiled and
have modern skirting and the original cornice to the north, east, and west. There is
attached boxing for pipes in the north-east corner.
4.5.39 The east elevation south of the partitions the north-east corner, has a slight
step below the beam, with a fireplace to the south. The fireplace has a square stone
surround with panels and modillions, a (painted) tiled inner, and an iron insert with
fan decoration, wreaths, and flowers (Plate 142). There is a window to the south
which is three-light with leaded panes and a hinged centre (Plate 143). The south
elevation has a large central window with a four-light sash, scrolled horns, and two
timber bars over the lower part. It also has splayed jambs to the ground and an ogeemoulded surround and panelling. There is a modern boxed cupboard to the east. The
west elevation has a door on the south side, presumably for a cupboard(?) as there
is no door in the adjoining room or steps. It has an ogee-moulded surround and a sixpanel door. There is an opening to the north with a round arch and engaged columns
on octagonal plinths. There is a possible scar from a partition wall in the cornice and
plaster to the north.

4.6

Internal Detail – Roof Space

4.6.1 Roof space over first floor Room 19: this has two tie beam trusses, with a
notched joint and with iron bolts fixing them to angled timbers supporting the hipped
gable. The truss on the north side has a Baltic mark and a scratched
carpenter’s/level mark, all on the north side. There is lots of re-used hand-finished
timber around the skylight on the west side, which also incorporates some round
wood. The west elevation is rough-cast rendered, suggesting it was originally an
external wall. Three rough timber corbels project from it, supporting other timbers.
The joists have hammered assembly marks on their upper surface in the form of
Roman numerals.
4.6.2 Roof space over first floor Rooms 16-18: this has a very irregular board
floor. There are two purlins per pitch, all machine cut(?), very neat, with no obvious
marks. They are supported by rougher ‘corbels’ at each end, which are possibly reused and are bolted to the purlins. The east and west walls are plastered and
whitewashed. There is narrow access through the east wall to the area over first floor
Room 19, and access through the north side of the west elevation to the western roof
space. There is a large bulge for the chimney breast in the centre of the west
elevation – presumably for first floor Room 16’s(?) fireplace, but seemingly
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unnecessarily large. There is timber housing for a pipe orientated east/west, and
there is also a board with bell-pull cables attached running the same direction.
4.6.3 Roof space over first floor Rooms 14 and 15: this has two purlins per pitch,
as per the roof to the east, supported by very rough brackets. The east and west
walls are plastered, with access on the north side. There is lathe and plaster and
rough timber (some with bark attached) forming a roof light on the north side. There
is a three-light fixed casement on the west end, and there are boards along the north
side.
4.6.4 Roof space over first floor Rooms 11 and 12: this probably has two purlins
per pitch, with most ends on rough corbels. The east and west walls are plastered,
and the east has a possible chimneybreast projecting. There is extensive additional
timber at the west end supporting a complex roof structure, much of which is fixed by
iron straps. Again there are hammered assembly marks on the upper surface of the
joists in the form of Roman numerals.
4.6.5 Roof space over first floor Room 13: the floor comprises a suspended
ceiling. All the walls are plastered, with an ashlar block effect. There are joists on top
for the floor above, which comprises machine-cut tongue and groove floorboards on
top. There are scars for lathe and plaster. The south elevation is a stud partition with
the wall proper beyond. There is a partition wall orientated east/west c0.7m from the
south elevation along the line of the hatch.
4.6.6 Roof space over first floor Rooms 2 and 3: this is only accessed from first
floor Room 3, but probably extends over Room 2. It has machine-cut timbers and a
tie beam truss with a notched junction.
4.6.7 Roof space over first floor Room 7: the south elevation is roughly
rendered, and an L-shaped iron bracket supports the hipped roof structure.
4.6.8 Roof space over first floor Room 6: there is a wooden gutter along the east
wall, with battens attached.
4.6.9 Roof space over first floor Room 11: this has a suspended ceiling to the
north, and a brick wall (made of hand made, relatively long, mid orange bricks) with a
timber topping to the south. It has a hipped roof, all with machine-cut timber. The
east elevation has returns to the east on the north side (not accessible). There is
plaster on the upper part to the south, with a scar presumably for an earlier ceiling.
4.6.10 Roof space over first floor Room 4: there are two notched tie-beam trusses
and one purlin per pitch. The wall to the west has rough render patches, and a gap
on the south side, but no obvious evidence of a join.
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5.1.1 The extensive information available relating to the site and the detailed map
coverage and images of the site from the mid 19th century onwards have provided a
good opportunity to relate information gathered during the field survey with that
existing in the documentary record. Information relating to the specific origins of the
existing building is sparse, however, although a number of possibilities are present,
based on the existing evidence.

5.2

Phases 1-5

5.2.1 Several phases of construction and alteration are evident at the site, many of
which can be related to the cartographic and other historical sources. An outline plan
of the building’s development through Phases 2 to 5 is shown in Figures 10-12. It is
impossible without further, intrusive, investigation to be certain of the precise details
relating to the Phase 1.
5.2.2 Phase 1 – late 17th century: the earliest documentary evidence for any form
of settlement at Hill Top dates from 1663, although it is certain that these had earlier
origins. Even more ancient activity on the site is a possibility, but there is no
particular evidence for this. The documentary sources also demonstrate that the
current building developed out of two properties known as Rowlandson’s and
Hodgson’s, which were undoubtedly named after their original owners, who can be
traced in a number of the records at this time. At least one of these buildings was in
itself evidently quite substantial as it is referred to on more than one occasion as a
‘mansion’. Within the building remains relating to this early phase are likely to be very
few, and what little can be identified is very difficult to be certain of. It is probable that
cellar Room 7, which forms a distinct square block with a blocked window on the
west side, belongs to this phase. The north wall of ground floor Room 19, which is
noticeably thick compared to others elsewhere in the building, and is situated above
the north wall of cellar Room 7, probably also belongs to this phase, and it is possible
that, in actual fact, a large part of the western and central part of the main house
belongs to this period (perhaps as far east as ground floor Rooms 16 and 20).
5.2.3 Phase 2 – 18th century: previous, albeit brief, examinations of the house
have agreed that the surviving core of the structure is 18th century in date; Pevsner
suggests early 18th century (1967, 281), Robinson late 18th (1991, 272), and Taylor
c1795 (Martin 2004, 32). The evidence for this is largely on stylistic grounds,
particularly the rear (north) entrance hall, but there is no specific evidence revealing
when this phase of the house was actually built or by whom. The documentary
sources do, however, indicate that William Robinson, who certainly owned the
building between 1762 and 1782, had a property significant enough to be depicted on
Jefferys’ map of 1770 and large enough to include a library and room to display
paintings. It is probable that he was responsible for constructing the vast majority of
the building that now survives, although there are few specifically datable features to
prove this.
5.2.4 A previous attribution to Alexander Nowell (Kelly’s Directories Ltd 1934, 58)
seems to be mistaken as there is no recorded connection between him and this
property at any time in the documentary sources. This is likely to have come about as
a result of the subsequent connection to Underley Hall and the Websters (see
Section 3.2.11). The apparent date of the ‘Midge Monument’, 1766, may also be
relevant (see Appendix 2) as it suggests that the owner of the estate, almost certainly
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William Robinson, was someone who was quite willing to build with some
extravagance.
5.2.5 By the end of the 18th century the building probably comprised the majority of
the house, the entrance hall to the north, the service wing to the north-west, and
perhaps a detached outbuilding to the west. The small cupboard in the south-west
corner of G8 probably belongs to this period, and was subsequently partially covered
over (see below). The position of the main staircase at this time is not certain,
although it was likely to be in the same general area as the present one, and
therefore subsequently replaced. The back stair, in G13 and F5, is probably the
original servants’ access dating from this phase. One particular detail that is
uncertain is where the access to F13 was at this time. All of the doors entering this
room on the first floor seem to be later additions, although they may have replaced
other doorways in approximately the same position.
5.2.6 Phase 3 – early 19th century: it seems likely that Ralph Fisher, following his
purchase of the estate in 1807, extensively modified the existing building, and added
to it. The likely date of the commencement of this work is 1809, as signified by the
painted glass in the main entrance hall (although the reference to Seward is of
uncertain origin (see Appendix 3)). This fits conveniently with the date at which he
purchased the estate and the apparent connections to the Websters (see, for
example, Section 6.2.2 below), but it is probable that improvements continued to be
made to the house by the subsequent generations of Fishers until the 1850s. His
alterations within the house itself may have been largely cosmetic, involving in
particular the completion of a new decorative scheme incorporating marble
fireplaces, almost certainly by Webster, and joinery identical to that produced by
Webster’s associate William Fisher (see Section 6.2.3). In addition, he almost
certainly built the extension to the north-east (G22), probably as a billiard room, as
there was certainly one of similar dimensions present in 1818. The small extension to
the south of this was probably also added at this time, perhaps blocking use of an
existing window to the west.
5.2.7 He also probably added a small link building between the northern entrance
hall and the north-west service wing, and connected the detached outbuilding via a
new service wing, and added a further extension to the north-west. He may have
added the canted bays to the south, but as these have since been removed it is
difficult to be certain. Earlier features such as some of the fireplaces (G8 and G20)
and the servants’ staircase (G13) were probably retained. However, the original
access to the cellar was blocked and a new staircase added in an extension to the
north-west end of the original northern service wing; this is perhaps the reason why
the advertisement of 1818 states that ‘The Outbuildings are new’. The large
cupboard against the south wall of G8 was probably added at this time, partially
blocking the smaller one to the west.
5.2.8 According to the documentary sources, further alterations were evidently
made as late as the 1850s, but it is not clear in most cases exactly what these
comprised. Many of these were quite minor and probably little more than repairs, but
the reference to improvements to the kitchen range in 1850 indicate when this was
partially modified (see Section 3.2.10). The bookshelves in G19 were also clearly a
slightly later addition; they have been positioned across at least one doorway and the
documentary sources suggest that this library was created between 1818 and 1847,
although the decorative style matches that elsewhere in the building. The dresser in
G18 was also evidently a later addition that may belong to this general period, as it
has approximately matched the decoration of the room, but not perfectly.
5.2.9 Other details are more difficult to be certain about. It is likely that the canted
bays that formerly projected from the south elevation were added during this phase;
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they were certainly present during this general period, and might represent an
approximate attempt at the ‘Jacobethan’ style (an imitation of earlier Jacobean and
Elizabethan architecture), which George Webster pioneered in the area during the
early 19th century (Martin 2004, 22-29). Eshton Hall in Gargrave, North Yorkshire
(see OA North 2002a; 2002b), and Underley Hall are perhaps two of the most
advanced examples of this style, and both were started in 1825 (Martin 2004, 24).
5.2.10 Phase 4 – late 19th to early 20th century: Hill Top was subject to a second
period of major renovation carried out following its purchase by the Earl of Bective in
1864. Like those of the previous phase, these were clearly intended to modernise the
house and decorate it in the latest fashions, while retaining a number of the earlier
features. These modernisations were largely cosmetic with major alterations being
restricted to garden. One result of this was that the original canted bays were
removed and first one then another porch added to the centre of the south elevation,
providing better access to the redesigned gardens. Following this, and perhaps as a
result of it, all of the window surrounds were remodelled to their current style.
5.2.11 The roof has evidently also been largely replaced, probably during this period,
and the apparent date of 1872 visible on a former hopper (Plate 27), may indicate
when some or all of this work was carried out. A dividing wall may also have been
added during this period to the north-west service wing creating rooms G1 and G2:
the re-used panelling in the north-east corner of G1 probably belonged to a Phase 2
feature but the bevel-raised and fielded panelling used to form the baffle entry could
be much earlier. In addition, windows were added in F1 and F19.
5.2.12 The billiard room saw the most substantial changes; the bay window to the
north was added and the wall clad in timber panels. In addition, the window in the
small room to the south (G23) was probably moved to its present location, having
previously been more central to the wall (see Plate 5) and new windows were added
or old ones remodelled in the east side of the room to the east (G24). Like the
previous phase of alterations, many of these alterations were certainly or probably
carried out by important local architects and craftsmen (see Section 6.2.2-7).
5.2.13 The covered walkways along the east side of courtyard to north-west were
also added during this period; these are similar to examples recorded at Biggins
Home Farm near Kirkby Lonsdale, which was built in 1893 (Greenlane Archaeology
2006b). Internally the various radiators, some of which have decorative covers, were
also added. One of these, in G22, can probably be dated by its patent number to
1914 (British Libabry n.d.), while the mark ‘Seward Lancaster’ on the example in G15
cannot be accurately dated as this company were in operation since at least 1778
and are considered one of the oldest suppliers of central heating in the country
(Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers 2007).
5.2.14 Phase 5 – late 20th century: it is likely that all of the observable and recorded
alterations made during the late 20th century relate to the use of the building as a
school. Most of these are relatively minor, involving little more than the construction
of new partition walls, removal of some old ones, and insertion of doorways. The
building’s listed status (since 1985; English Heritage 2001a) has protected it from any
more substantial changes. Nevertheless there has been some gradual deterioration
as might be expected in such a large and difficult to maintain building.

5.3

Discussion

5.3.1 The documentary study reveals that Holme Park School has at least late 17th
century origins, and has probably been a building of some size and status in the local
area since that time. During its history it has gradually developed from a perhaps
quite modest yeoman farmer’s house into a sizeable Georgian mansion, which was
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then further embellished to provide a home for a succession of wealthy and locally
important people. The building combines its mainly domestic function with a large
number of opulent spaces designed to impress, balanced against more functional
service wings and outbuildings.
5.3.2 It is also evident that a number of earlier references to Hill Top have been
mistaken or at least misleading. While previous authors have agreed that the core of
the building was completed in the 18th century (although the exact dating has varied)
and this would seem to be correct, there is little evidence to confirm the details or
who was responsible. There is no evidence in the primary sources to support the
suggestion that a Mr Nowell was responsible (Kelly’s Directories Ltd 1934, 58). Some
errors have also been made regarding later alterations to the house: it was not
purchased in 1818 by Ralph Fisher as previously stated by Angus Taylor (Martin
2004, 120). The contrary was in fact the case – Fisher was trying to sell it at the time.
Indeed, the evidence from the directories is, in general, extremely misleading.
Taylor’s suggestion that Fisher acquired the estate in 1818 may have been
influenced by earlier references (Kelly’s Directories Ltd 1910, 63), which also state
that he ‘added the south wing with a handsome dining room’ (ibid). It is, of course,
difficult to be certain whether this was simply a reference to redesign work within the
house, rather than rebuilding, but the use of the term south wing in a building
orientated east/west makes understanding this comment even more difficult.
5.3.3 Statements regarding later work are equally misleading – the Earl of Bective,
following his purchase of the estate in 1864, is said to have ‘erected the north wing’
(Kelly’s Directories Ltd 1910, 63). This is again despite the building’s orientation and
the fact that the map evidence shows no major additions after the 1850s. In general,
some caution has to be used in interpreting the site through secondary sources.
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6.1.1 The architectural evaluation has revealed that both the documentary and
physical history of Holme Park School is remarkably complex and that the site is of
considerable age, probably beginning in the late 17th century. The building as it
stands today is a monument to the various events that have occurred in its lifetime;
some of these events are of more importance than others, and likewise, some
elements of the surviving structure are of more significance than others either
because of their relationship to the site’s history or their condition and survival. The
measure of significance of the various parts of the building is based on the guidelines
produced by the Association of Local Government Archaeological Officers (ALGAO
1997).

6.2

Significance

6.2.1 The Building: the vast majority of the surviving structure would appear to be
of late 18th or early 19th century date, with the decorative scheme being principally
early 19th and late 19th century in date. It is likely the core of the main house includes
elements of earlier buildings, but these have largely been lost through their
incorporation into later alterations. A number of original features remain within the
building, which will be discussed by type below. Of particularly significance are the
architects, designers, and craftsmen who are known or thought to have worked at Hill
Top, some of whom have local or even national reputations.
6.2.2 The Architects: while the original architect(s) of the earliest phases of the
building are not known alterations are known or thought to have been carried out at
Hill Top by a number of important local builders, designers, and craftsmen. The
earliest of these was Francis Webster, an architect and monumental mason working
in Kendal during the late 18th and early 19th century (Martin 2004, 7-12), whose work
belongs to Phase 3 (see Section 5.2.6-9 above). He came from well-established
family of masons and was the father of George Webster, an important local architect:
as a result a significant quantity of high quality local building and decorative
stonework is broadly attributed to ‘the Websters of Kendal’ (Martin 2004). The ornate
marble fireplaces on the ground floor have previously been attributed to Francis
Webster (op cit, 50), and he was therefore perhaps also responsible for some of the
less impressive examples on the first floor. There were other marble masons working
in a similar style in the area however (op cit, 54), and similarly ornate fireplaces,
including at least one incorporating inlaid Italian marble, were present in Barrow
Cascade House on Derwentwater, built between 1787 and 1797, and supplied by a
Mr Dawson of Whitehaven (Taylor 1985, 616; Greenlane Archaeology 2006a).
6.2.3 There are a number of more direct connections to the Websters, however.
The style of the narrow engaged columns with Scotia-moulded capitals and
octagonal plinths or bases is almost identical to work carried out at the pharmacy at
41 Highgate in Kendal (Plate 144). The joinery is thought to have been the work of
William Fisher (not apparently any relation to the Fishers who owned Hill Top) in
c1812 (Martin 2004, 66), and he is known to have collaborated with Francis Webster
during the construction of the New Shambles in Kendal in 1803-4 (op cit, 65). There
are also other connections between the Fishers of Hill Top and the Websters. Ralph
Fisher donated a substantial amount of money towards the rebuilding of New Hutton
chapel in 1829 (Parson and White 1829, 650) and would presumably have therefore
been aware of the architect, George Webster (Martin 2004, 144). Memorial tablets for
both Ralph Fisher and Revd. Ralph Watkin Fisher, by Francis Webster, are present
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within New Hutton chapel (op cit, 171), and the receipt for the latter of these, signed
by Francis Webster, is in the Fisher archive at Kendal Record Office (CRO(K)
WD/MM/998/119 18th-19th century).
6.2.4 During Phase 4 (see Section 5.2.10-13 above) a number of important
modifications to the site were made, although many of the changes within the house
itself were relatively small in scale. The gardens, particularly to the south of building,
were completely redesigned by Thomas Mawson, and at the same time a new porch
was built. Mawson is known on a national scale for creating Arts and Crafts style
gardens, many of which were in Cumbria (the company was based in Windermere),
and he worked at a number of important sites in the county including Holehird,
Blackwell, and Brockhole (Beard and Wardman 1976). His connection to Hill Top has
already been recorded (Robinson 1991, 273) and documents within the Mawson
archive at Kendal show the extent of his work (Plates 11-19 and 24-26).
6.2.5 Other alterations carried out within the building, principally the addition of a
bay window to the north end of the billiard room (ground floor Room 22) and the
panelling within the same room, is very much in the Arts and Crafts style. It is not
possible to identify who was responsible for this work, but it is conceivable that the
panelling may have been designed, built, and installed by Arthur Simpson of Kendal.
While not necessarily very similar to other examples of his work (Haslam 2004) it has
some resemblance and he was certainly working in the area at the right time. He
established his business with his brother in 1884 and in 1886 they advertised that he
was able to carry out the ‘entire fitting of houses in an Artistic and Economical
manner’ (Brunton 2001, 33). He also worked in conjunction with Mawson at Blackwell
(op cit, 13).
6.2.6 A third possible craftsman who may have worked at Hill Top was Dan Gibson.
Like Simpson, he also worked with Thomas Mawson at Blackwell, although their
partnership was in general limited to 1898-1899 (Beard and Wardman 1976, 11).
Gibson’s work elsewhere makes considerable use of Gothic-style mullioned windows
with small leaded panes (see for example Birkett House at Winster (Weaver 1912)
and other examples (CRO(K) WDB 82 n.d.)), similar to those used in the bay window
added to the billiard room.
6.2.7 As with the Websters’ work there is little documentary evidence to confirm
these suggestions, and it has to be largely based on stylistic similarities. However, as
with the Fishers, one of the owners of the house during this period, the Earl of
Bective, was a keen sponsor of the Arts and Crafts movement (Haslam 2004) and it
is likely that this resulted in some or all of these craftsmen working at the house.
Evidence for collaborations elsewhere certainly shows that they regularly worked
together.
6.2.8 Fireplaces and radiators: of particular importance are the ornate marble
fireplaces on the ground floor, all of which are likely to have been produced by
Francis Webster in the early part of the 19th century (Burton and Porten 2000; see
Section 6.2.2 above). Several additional less spectacular but still original fireplaces
are also present on the first floor, some of which are also marble and most of which
are likely to be early 19th century in date, although two iron examples in the service
wing (F3 and F4) are almost certainly later. The example in ground floor Room 20 is
stylistically early 18th century in date (op cit, 20-23; Alcock and Hall 2002, 56), and
may be a remnant from the one of the earlier phases of the house (Phase 2). The
radiators, many of which have ornate covers, are later and considerably less
significant, although they are decorative items in their own right.
6.2.9 Staircases: the two main staircases are both significant in their own right.
The main staircase proper (in G 16 and F12) is an extremely good example of late
Georgian work (Burton 2001), and was almost certainly added as part of the design
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scheme devised by the Websters. Even though it is damaged, it could undoubtedly
be repaired. The back stair (in G13 and F5) is a more modest but stylistically earlier
type (perhaps early to mid 18th century; op cit, 22-30).
6.2.10 Plasterwork: the vast majority of the decorative plasterwork probably belongs
to the re-decoration carried out in the early 19th century, again perhaps under the
direction of the Websters. It is considerably more ornate on the ground floor, where
the main hospitality rooms are found. There are certain motifs that repeat throughout
the majority of this floor including twisted cord with entwined leaves, and small floral
bosses, and the original plasterwork has even been retained during the late 19th
century modifications in G22.
6.2.11 Doors: almost all of the doors and their associated surrounds, apart from
those that are obviously modern (typically fire doors) probably belong to the early 19th
century period of modifications to the house, and surrounds of many of these are
finished with the same engaged circular columns on octagonal bases, typical of the
work of William Fisher, an associate of the Websters. This includes the ornately
painted glass in the fanlight above the door to the hall to the north, which is an
important survival (in remarkably good condition) of patriotic art from the period in its
own right. Some other doors are of interest in their own right; the heavy door at the
south side of G8 is probably an 18th century remnant, although perhaps belonging to
a decorative tradition that has its origins in the 17th century (Alcock and Hall 2002,
16-18), and therefore an important survival. The dark brown stained doors, which are
generally restricted to G22, but are present elsewhere, all probably belong to the
period of late 19th century alterations, and while they fit the general scheme used in
G22, they look out of place elsewhere and may have been moved.
6.2.12 Windows: the windows are likely to represent a mix of dates and therefore
are of varying importance. The presence of horns on the majority of them suggests
that they date from after about 1840 (Wedd 1999, 2), so they could belong to the end
of Phase 3 or beginning of Phase 4. Those that do not have horns could, potentially,
date to the late 18th century, although this is perhaps unlikely. The documentary
sources reveal that at least some, on the north side of the building, have been
replaced since 1910, and so are relatively modern. Internally, much of the panelling
around the windows probably belongs to Phase 3, although some could have been
subsequently remodelled, and might have had to have been following the removal of
the bay windows to the south. The Gothic style ovolo-moulded mullions at the north
end of G22 are an unusual and late addition, but they are also an important one,
being a good, if small-scale, example of the Arts and Crafts period work carried out at
the house. The external window surrounds are of late 19th century origin and while
not particularly significant, they do at least provide a uniform appearance.
6.2.11 Furniture: although not strictly part of the building, and in most cases not
original, there are a number of pieces of fitted furniture of interest within the building.
The two cupboards in G8 represent an interesting arrangement, and remarkably
represent the phasing present within the whole building, the one partially putting the
other out of use. The dresser in G18 is also of interest because it has been added
with the intension of matching the existing decorative scheme. Similarly, the
bookshelves match the general decoration of the ground floor, but have blocked one
door and do not fit the windows perfectly. They do, however, incorporate an unusual
‘secret’ door leading to G18. The servants’ bells are a particularly good and complete
survival, and probably relate to Phase 3. Further research by a suitably-qualified
expert might be able to reveal more information about some or all of these pieces of
furniture, such as their manufacturer. The Fishers are certainly recorded as having
high-quality taste in furniture: the sales notice of 1818 states that the billiard table
was made by Gillows, an important company of furniture makers in Lancaster.
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6.2.12 Wall finishes: the external render is undoubtedly a later addition, probably
added when the window surrounds were remodelled. The lack of wall finish to the
west side of the north elevation may also relate to this period and there is evidence
that there was once whitewash and possibly hung slate over this area. Internally the
panelling in G22 is also in an Arts and Crafts style, and therefore of some importance
in its own right.
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Plate 4: Part of the Corn Rent map of c1836 (CRO(K) WQ/R/C 18 c1836) showing
Hill Top
Plate 5: View of Hill Top from the letting prospectus of 1847 (CRO(K)
WD/MM/998/119 18th-19th century)
Plate 6: Part of the estate map of 1857 (CRO(K) WD/U/Box 46/5 1834-1857)
Plate 7: Sale plan of 1857 showing Hill Top (CRO(K) WD/U/Box 46/5 1834-1857)
Plate 8: Sale plan of 1858 showing Hill Top (CRO(K) WD/U/Box 46/4 1766-1875)
Plate 9: Part of the Ordnance Survey map of 1862 showing Hill Top
Plate 10: Part of the Ordnance Survey map of c1862 showing Hill Top
Plate 11: Elevation showing glazed pergola or porch (left) (CRO(K) WDB/76/91 n.d.)
Plate 12: Plan showing position of pergola in relation to garden paths (CRO(K)
WDB/76/91 n.d.)
Plate 13: Plan showing position of pergola or porch in relation to proposed(?) garden
paths (CRO(K) WDB/76/91 n.d.)
Plate 14: Elevation showing re-glazing of pergola frontage and new step (CRO(K)
WDB/76/91 n.d.)
Plate 15: Detail of frontage shown above (CRO(K) WDB/76/91 n.d.)
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Plate 16: Plan showing new step proposed for re-glazed pergola or conservatory
(CRO(K) WDB/76/91 n.d.)
Plate 17: Elevations and section showing the sides of the re-glazed pergola or
conservatory and the associated gate (CRO(K) WDB/76/91 n.d.)
Plate 18: Undated photograph entitled ‘Hilltop’, Oxenholme, Kendal, for Mrs Rankin
(CRO(K) WDB 86/9/21 n.d.), showing glazed pergola
Plate 19: Part of the Ordnance Survey map of 1898 showing Hill Top
Plate 20: Drainage plan for JR Gregg, 1901 (CRO(K) WDB 25/1882/95 1901)
Plate 21: Photograph from within Holme Park School showing the rear elevation of
the building probably taken on the occasion of John Rankin becoming High Sheriff of
Westmorland in 1910
Plate 22: Part of the Ordnance Survey map of 1914 showing Hill Top
Plate 23: Plan showing the new portico or porch and the associated gardens and
existing house (CRO(K) WDB/76/91 n.d.)
Plate 24: Elevation showing the new portico or porch and the front of the house
(CRO(K) WDB/76/91 n.d.)
Plate 25: Undated photograph showing part of the south elevation (CRO(K) WDB
86/9/21 n.d.)
Plate 26: Undated photograph showing portico (CRO(K) WDB 86/9/21 n.d.)
Plate 27: Detail from previous photograph showing hopper dated 1872(?) (CRO(K)
WDB 86/9/21 n.d.)
Plate 28: Part of the Ordnance Survey map of 1938 showing Hill Top
Plate 29: Part of the Ordnance Survey map of 1957 showing Hill Top
Plate 30: Part of the Ordnance Survey map of 1967 showing Hill Top
Plate 31: Part of the Ordnance Survey map of 1971 showing the school
Plate 32: A late 20th century view of the south elevation (Martin 2004, 226)
Plate 34: Detail of west windows, main south elevation
Plate 35: Detail of central first floor window, main south elevation
Plate 36: Central doorway and steps, main south elevation
Plate 37: General view of the west return of the main south elevation and the west
end of the south elevation
Plate 38: General view of the west elevation
Plate 39: General view of the whole of the west end of the north elevation
Plate 40: Detail of the west elevation within the yard to the north, showing the
blocked doorway on the west side of the north elevation
Plate 41: Detail of the east side of the north elevation
Plate 42: The south-east corner of the yard, north elevation
Plate 43: Detail of southern section of monopitch roof supported by posts on the east
side of the yard to the north
Plate 44: North elevation, east of the yard
Plate 45: Detail of the return to the south on the west side of the north elevation
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Plate 46: General view of the central and eastern part of the north elevation
Plate 47: Detail of the main south entrance showing remodelling
Plate 48: Detail of the east side of the main entrance hall
Plate 49: Detail showing the west side and roof light of the billiard room
Plate 50: Possible wall stub on the north side of cellar Room 1
Plate 51: Gritstone stairs at the north end of cellar Room 2
Plate 52: Blocked slate steps in cellar Room 2
Plate 53: Bricks forming a drain and step in cellar Room 3
Plate 54: General view of cellar Room 5
Plate 55: Slate benches in the north-west corner of cellar Room 7
Plate 56: North side of the blocked window in the west elevation of cellar Room 7
Plate 57: Raised and fielded panel stud wall in ground floor Room 1
Plate 58: Re-used panels in the north-east corner of ground floor Room 1
Plate 59: Flag floor in ground floor Room 2
Plate 60: Cornice in ground floor Room 3
Plate 61: Blocked fireplace in ground floor Room 3
Plate 62: Inserted door with concrete block below, east elevation of ground floor
Room
Plate 63: Augmented rail on the north wall of ground floor Room 5
Plate 64: General view of east side of ground floor Room 6
Plate 65: Door in south wall of ground floor Room 6
Plate 66: Concrete steps leading out of the east side of ground floor Room 7
Plate 67: Fireplace on north side of ground floor Room 8 with in-built shelves to the
east
Plate 68: Junction of the two cupboards in the south-west corner of ground floor
Room 8
Plate 69: Large dresser or cupboard against the south elevation ground floor Room 8
Plate 70: Panelled door on west side of south elevation, ground floor Room 8
Plate 71: Door to west, ground floor Room 9
Plate 72: Doorway and steps on the east side of ground floor Room 11
Plate 73: Slate shelves against the east wall of ground floor Room 12
Plate 74: Detail of the stairs in ground floor Room 13
Plate 75: Servants’ bells attached to the south elevation of ground floor Room 13
Plate 76: Detail of the cornice in ground floor Room 14
Plate 77: Doorway on the east side of ground floor Room 14
Plate 78: Doorway on the east side of ground floor Room 14a
Plate 79: Tiled floor in ground floor Room 15
Plate 80: Ceiling boss in ground floor Room 15
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Plate 81: Detail of cornice in ground floor Room 15
Plate 82: Door to north, ground floor Room 15
Plate 83: Doorway to south in ground floor Room 15 with painted fanlight
Plate 84: Decorative radiator cover against south elevation, ground floor Room 15
Plate 85: Detail of chamfered beam and cornice in ground floor Room 16
Plate 86: Staircase in ground floor Room 16
Plate 87: Detail of painted fanlight above door in north elevation, ground floor Room
16
Plate 88: Detail of urn on painted fanlight above doorway in north elevation, ground
floor Room 16
Plate 89: Detail of cherubs and lion in painted fanlight above door in north elevation,
ground floor Room 16
Plate 90: Engaged pilaster east of the doorway on the north elevation, ground floor
Room 16
Plate 91: Fireplace against the east elevation, ground floor Room 16
Plate 92: Detail of cornice in ground floor Room 17
Plate 93: Detail of ceiling rose, ground floor Room 18
Plate 94: Detail of cornice, ground floor Room 18
Plate 95: Northern door in east elevation, ground floor Room 18
Plate 96: Dresser against east elevation
Plate 97: Fireplace against the west elevation, ground floor Room 18
Plate 98: Detail of cornice and beam in ground floor Room 19
Plate 99: Example of bookshelves, west side of ground floor Room 19, incorporating
‘secret’ doorway
Plate 100: Fireplace, north elevation ground floor Room 19
Plate 101: Detail of fluted columns and engaged pilasters in ground floor Room 20
Plate 102: Fireplace against north elevation, ground floor Room 20
Plate 103: Door to east, ground floor Room 20
Plate 104: Detail of cornice, ground floor Room 21
Plate 105: Doorway in north side of east elevation, ground floor Room 21
Plate 106: Fireplace against east elevation, ground floor Room 21
Plate 107: Inserted doorway, south end of east elevation, ground floor Room 21
Plate 108: Roof light in ground floor Room 22
Plate 109: Detail of the cornice in ground floor Room 22
Plate 110: Detail of window in north elevation, ground floor Room 22
Plate 111: Fireplace against east elevation, ground floor Room 22
Plate 112: Door in south elevation, ground floor Room 22
Plate 113: Carved billiard cue rack in north-west corner, ground floor Room 22
Plate 114: Detail of decorative features in west elevation, ground floor Room 23
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Plate 115: Detail of cornice in ground floor Room 24
Plate 116: Outshut scar against the north elevation of ground floor Room 25
Plate 117: Rebuilt(?) window in west elevation of ground floor Room 25
Plate 118: Doorway in west elevation of ground floor Room 25, leading to cellar
Room 1
Plate 119: Doorway between first floor Rooms 1 and 2
Plate 120: Iron fireplace against the east elevation of first floor Room 3
Plate 121: Scars for partition wall in ceiling of first floor Room 4
Plate 122: Re-used panelling on the east side of first floor Room 5
Plate 123: Bell pull and servants’ bell on south elevation of first floor Room 5
Plate 124: Fireplace against south elevation of first floor Room 7
Plate 125: Fireplace in first floor Room 8
Plate 126: Truncated cornice in first floor Room 9
Plate 127: Stairs in south-west corner, first floor Room 9
Plate 128: Detail of cornice in western part of first floor Room 9
Plate 129: Inserted doorway and stairs in south side of western part of first floor
Room 9
Plate 130: Ceiling light in first floor Room 10
Plate 131: Detail of cornice in first floor Room 10
Plate 132: Partition walls added to the north-east corner of first floor Room 10
Plate 133: Fireplace against north elevation of first floor Room 8
Plate 134: Ceiling light and cornice in first floor Room 12
Plate 135: Doorways in south-east corner of first floor Room 12
Plate 136: Cornice in first floor Room 14
Plate 137: Fireplace against north elevation, first floor Room 16
Plate 138: East end of first floor Room 17
Plate 139: Cornice north of beam in first floor Room 19
Plate 140: Cornice south of beam in first floor Room 19
Plate 141: Inserted walls in north-east corner of first floor Room 19
Plate 142: Fireplace against east elevation, first floor Room 19
Plate 143: Window at south end of east elevation, first floor Room 19
Plate 144: Window of number 41 Highgate constructed c1812 by William Fisher,
showing similar engaged columns with Scotia-moulded capitals and octagonal bases
to those present in Holme Park School
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Appendix 1: Holme Park School Listed Building
Information
(from English Heritage 2001a)
Date Listed: 4th December 1985
Grade: II
Description:
SD 59 SW 548912 NEW HUTTON A684 (off South side) 2/4 Holme Park School
G.V. II Large house, now school. Probably C18 core (appears on 1770 Westmorland
map) remodelled early C19 (1809 date, with "SEWARD" above, painted on stained
glass window commemorating Trafalgar in fanlight over porch door); later additions
and alterations. Wet-dashed rubble. Graduated slate roofs. Mainly 2 storeys; house
originally 9 bays overall and symmetrical. Central full height, flat-roofed, canted porch
has panelled double door in architrave; windows sashes with glazing bars in
architraves. Moulded cast iron guttering. Stone chimneys. Courtyard range adjoins
west end of house; former single-storey billiard room adjoins east end. Interior is
decorative with good plasterwork; curved stair has cast iron splats. Range of
buildings adjoining to east of billiard room not of interest.
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Appendix 2: Midge Monument
The Midge Monument is a Grade II Listed Monument in the grounds of Holme Park
School (Images of England number 76694). In 1985, when the listing was made, it
was described as follows:
‘1766 date on inscribed panel from monument now re-set on wall of garage adjoining east
return of Holme Park School (listed separately). Coursed rubble c15 ft high overall and square
in plan with sides c4 ft wide. Pyramidal cap (apex broken) c3ft wide with rectangular aperture
on each face. Inscription on re-set slab reads: Hic jacet MIDGE/Equa minima Equa
maxima./Quoe super hoc Ericeto/semper in Curfu fuit./Victrix Ob. 17 Dec 1766/AEtat 30 Nil
ortum tale.’

The inscription can be approximately translated as: ‘Here stands Midge, The smallest
of mares, the greatest of mares, That over this heath, Has always won at races. Died
17th December 1766 aged 30. Never to be equalled’. Prior to the listing in 1985, the
apex was complete and had a horse’s head on it, which was removed by the owners
of Holme Park School for fear of damage by the pupils (Neil Curry pers comm.). The
horse’s head is apparently still in their possession.
The monument is to a mare named Midge, who died 17th December 1766 aged 30.
Alan Grundy, Assistant Curator at the National Horseracing Museum in Suffolk,
carried out research into Midge, with a view to establishing whether Midge’s owner
was connected to Hill Top.
He was able to find a record of a bay filly named Midge born in 1741 to Bartlet’sChilders Mare by a son of Bay Bolton (Anon 1820, 15). Midge, who was bred by Sir
William Middleton, was an active broodmare and produced foals from 1750 to 1763,
for Sir William Middleton, Mr Shafto, and Mr Curzon as follows:
Year of
foal’s birth
1750
1750
1754
1755

Foal
Brown filly
Filly
Brown filly
Bay filly

1756
1757
1758
1758

Brown filly
Filly
Filly
Filly

1763

Bay filly

Foal’s name

Flora (Nosegay’s
dam)

Miss Cleveland
(grandam of Don
Dun)

Sire’s name

Breeder’s name

Sloe
Young Cade
Young Cade
Young Cade

Sir William Middleton
Mr Shafto
Sir William Middleton
Mr Curzon

Oroonoko
Wilson’s Arabian
Regulus
Tartar

Sir William Middleton
Sir William Middleton
Sir William Middleton

Shafto’s Barb

Mr Shafto

Table: Midge’s foals (Anon 1820, 115)
Midge’s sister, Camilla, is recorded as follows (Pick 1785, Pedigrees and
Performances, 21):
‘Camilla, bred by Sir William Middleton, Bart. of Belsay-Castle, Northumberland, was got by a
son of Bay Bolton; her dam by Bartlett’s Childers, a daughter of Honeywood’s Arabian, and
out of the dam of the two True Blues. Camilla was own sister to Sir Wm. Middleton’s
Thwackum, Squirrel, and Midge; and grandam to Mr. Brandling’s Squirrel. Midge was the dam
of Mr. Shafto’s Flora, (by Young Cade) and grandam of Faggergil; and Flora is dam of
Nosegay. Midge sold, at Mr. Shafto’s sale, for 320gs. Flora for 320gs. and Nosegay for
495gs. In 1750, Camilla won 50l. at Yarm; a sweepstakes of 175gs. at Hambleton; and 50l. at
Stockton. In April, 1752, she won the King’s plate for mares at Newmarket, beating Sir R.
Eden’s Miss Western, Lord Gower’s Little Witch, and Mr. Raikes’ Favourite; she afterwards
won 50l. at Durham, and the King’s plate at Edinburgh. She was sold into Ireland.’
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It is not clear if the Midge referred to in the General Stud Book and by Pick, above, is
the same mare as is commemorated at Hill Top. There is a slight discrepancy in the
dates – Sir William Middleton’s Midge was apparently born in 1741, which would
make her only 25 years old in 1766, rather than 30 years old as the monument
records. It has also not been possible to find a direct connection between Hill Top
and any of the men mentioned – Sir William Middleton, Mr Shafto, and Mr Curzon.
The monument appears to suggest that Midge was a racehorse, and there does not
appear to be any record of the racing career of Sir William Middleton’s Midge (Alan
Grundy pers comm.). However, racing records for the 1740s are not comprehensive
– racing did not get fully organised and administered until a decade or so later (ibid).
There is, however, anecdotal evidence for horse races having taken place at Hill Top
(Viv Curry pers comm.). It is, however, recorded that races were held at Kendal on
the fells immediately to the west of the town until 1792 (Anon c1884, 45), although it
has elsewhere been stated that the location of races held prior to 1826 is uncertain
(Bingham 1996, 430).
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Appendix 3: Painted window
Within Holme Park School is a painted window, described in the listing as follows
(Images of England number 76693): ‘1809 date, with “SEWARD” above, painted on
glass window commemorating Trafalgar in fanlight over porch door’. The window has
the text ‘VICTORY / HN / TRAFALGAR’ and includes Horatio Nelson’s crest (to
whom the initials refer). Richard Hall of the Cumbria Record Office in Kendal very
kindly identified the crest as Nelson’s, and gave the technical description of it as
follows:
Or on a cross flory sable, a bend gules surmounted by another engrailed of the field, charged
with three bombs fired proper; on a chief undulated, argent waves of the sea from which a
palm tree issuant between a disabled ship on the right and a battery in ruins on the left, all
proper. The supporters are dexter, a sailor armed with a cutlass and a pair of pistols in his
belt proper, his right hand supporting at staff with a commodore’s flag, gules, hoisted thereon
and in his left hand a palm branch proper; and sinister, a lion, rampant regardant in his mouth
two broken flag-staffs, proper, flowing from one the Spanish flag or and gules, and from the
other, a tri-coloured flag, and in his right paw, a palm branch proper.

The window is a patriotic celebration of Horatio Nelson’s victory at the Battle of
Trafalgar in 1805, and was apparently commissioned by someone by the name of
Seward four years later, in 1809. It is assumed that Seward made some major
alterations to Hill Top in 1809, and that the window is also a commemoration of this.
However, no records were found of a Westmorland family by the name of Seward,
and no-one of that name appears in the deeds or other documents connected with
the property around that time, so the window remains something of an enigma.
In addition, no-one by the name of Seward appears on the Trafalgar Roll for 21st
October 1805 (Randell 1995).
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Appendix 4: 1849 Valuation
valuation of effects of Reverend Ralph Watkin Fisher (CRO(K) WD/MM/998/119):
‘Valuation of the personal effects of the late Reverend Ralph Watkins Fisher Clerk who died
June 17th 1849, made by Mr Thomas Webster, Licensed Appraiser

Hill Top
Dining Room

Carpet & Rug Fender & Fire Irons Dining Table Twelve Chairs Two
Arm do Easy Chair Two Lamps & flower pots Two Urns & pedestals
Mirror Table Lamp Chandelier Two paintings Two foot stools Dumb
Waiter Two Wine Coolers Pole screen Mahogany Commode Spirit
Case Three bottle & Blue Sugar Two Cut glasses Two China Jugs
Knife Sharpener Side Board Bottle tray Screen Green damask &
Muslin Window hangings Four Candle shades
Library
Carpet & Hearth Rug Fender & fire Irons Writing Table Library Table
Reading Chair four oak chairs Three chimney ornaments Pair of
Globes Inkstand Damask & Muslin Window Hangings Set of Chess
men Backgammon Board
Saloon
Carpet & Hearth Rug Fender & fire Irons Pair of Hassocks Ten
Chairs Couch Work Table Table Lamp Mahogany stand Four china
bowls four Cups Saucers Inkstand Flower tube Lamp Three China
Chimney Ornaments Three glass Chimney ornaments Fire guard
Damask & Muslin Hangings Hangings & centre Lamp Two door
porters & Scraper Two flower stands Four marble pedestals
Drawing Room
Carpet & Rug Fender & fire Irons Ten Chairs Two Wicker seated
Chairs Two vases Stand China bowl & plate Two couches Loo table
Sofa Table Marble top table Coal vase Two Hassocks Chandelier
Two Chimney Ornaments &c Pair of Lushes Screen pole Folding
screen Silk damask & muslin Window Hangings Paper Knife
Hall Staircase & Vestibule Four oak chairs Hatstand Umbrella do Foot brush Table Hall Table
Telescope Fire Irons & Coal rake Barometer Two Lamps Drugget
carpet rods Orang
Private Room
Fender & fire Irons Guard Loo Hassocks Carpet & Rug Easy Chair
Four Chairs Book Case tray stand Eleven prints Window Hangings
table & Cover Case of Birds Medicine Chest Time piece
Drab Bed Room
Bedstead & Hangings Window Hangings Bed Bolster Two pillows
three blankets Hair Mattrass Straw Mattrass Counterpane Carpet &
rug Fender & fire Irons Couch wash table & ware Towel rail dressing
table Glass Cheval Glass Chest of drawers Night Commode Three
Chairs Hassock Hearth Brush
Dressing Room
Carpet & Rug Two night Lamps Table Chest of drawers Napkin press
Two commodes Toilet ware Dressing Glass Window Hangings Two
Toilet rails Wash Table and Ware Caraff and Glass one Chair
Buff Bed Room
Camp bedsteads & Hangings Straw Mattrass Bed Bolster & 2 Pillows
3 Blankets & Counterpane Window Hangings Carpet fender & fire
irons Wash Stand and Ware Towel rail Chest of Drawers Dressing
Table & Glass One Chair Hassock
Blue Bed Room
Camp Bedsteads & Hangings straw Mattrass Hair Mattrass Bolster &
2 Pillows Three blankets Counterpane 2 Bed steps Dressing table &
Glass Window Hangings Chest of drawers napkin Press Wash Stand
& Ware Towel rail two chairs Carpet
Pink Bed Room
Bedstead & Hangings Straw Mattrass Hair Mattrass Bed Bolster &
Two pillows Three blankets Counterpane Window Hangings Bed
Steps Ottoman Dressing Table Two Glasses Wash table & Ware
Chest of drawers Caraff & Glass Pair of Candlesticks Fire Irons &
Guard Basket Chair Stand Hassock One Chair one Arm Chair
drugget and Rug
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Dressing Room
Yellow Bed Room

Dressing Room
Bath Room
Water closet
Housemaids Closet

Nursery

Nursery Bed Room

Servants Bed Room

Bed Room
Bed Room

Lobby
China Closet
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Bedsteads & Hangings Straw Mattrass Hair Mattrass Bed Bolster
and Two pillows Three Blankets Counterpane Window Hangings
Dressing Table & Glass Bed steps Bidet Ottoman Hassock Fender &
fire irons Coal vase Wash Table & Ware Towel rail Chest of drawers
Two Candlesticks Basket chair stand Two & one arm chairs Writing
Table drugget & Rug
Wash Table & Ware Caraff & Glass Window Hangings Chest of
Drawers Dressing Glass, Chair Towel rail Commode Drugget
Bedstead & Hangings Straw Mattrass Hair Mattrass. Bed, Bolster &
Two pillows Three Blankets Counterpane Commode Card Table
three chairs Easy Chair Two chests of drawers window hangings
Dressing table two glasses wash table & ware Candle Safe Fender &
fire irons Two Hassocks ottoman Towel rail
Card Table Wardrobe Wash stand & ware Towel rail carpet Window
Hangings Commode two chairs Boot & shoe stand Hassock
Bidet Slipper Bath Two door porters Hand Bath Carpet & chair on
landing
One chair, Carpet
Turks Head, one sweeping Brush Two Bannister Brushes Mop,
Carpet Brown Carpet Brush Scrubbing Brush Furniture Brush
Scraper Two Bed Bottles, Two water cans Coal box, dry rubbing
Brush Bust Shovel and Carpet
Fire Guard fire irons Carpet & rug armchair childs high chair One
chair two rocking chairs Two stools Round Table Chest of drawers
Hassock stool Chair Commode Steps Foot bath small chest of
drawers stool Fish Globe Cupboard Two bottle stands Coal Table
Two cusks Flower stand Two Candle safes Cheese pot
Campbedsteads & Hangings Straw Mattrass Bed Bolster one pillow
Three blankets counterpane Bedsteads & hangings Straw Mattrass
Bed Bolster & two pillows Three Blankets Counterpane Two chairs
Wash stand & ware Towel rail chest of drawers Carpet & fender
Valence Dressing glass Two card racks & Spar Ornaments
Camp Bedsteads & Hangings Straw Mattrass Bed bolster Three
Blankets &c Chest of drawers Drugget Dressing Table & Glass Three
chairs Wash stand & ware Bedstead & Hangings Straw Mattrass Bed
Bolster & Blankets &c
Bedstead & hangings Straw Mattrass Bolster & Pillow three Blankets
Bed quilt Carpet Two chairs Wash ware Shaving Glass
Two half Teaslie Bedsteads & Hangings Flock Mattrass Bolster &
Pillow Straw Mattrass Flock Bed Four chairs Wash stand & ware
Dressing Table & glass Cupboard Hat stand 3 Blankets 2 Quilts
Carpeting
Two door porters Linen Press Table & Tray
Best dinner service Two Tureen stands & Covers Four Soup Tureens
& Covers Four vegetable dishes & Covers Four Pie dishes Twenty
one flat dishes Twenty Four soup Plates Seventy one dinner Plates
Twenty Four Pudding Plates Twenty three cheese plates and Fish
drainer
Blue & white dinner service Two soup Tureens & stands Four sauce
do Tureens & stands Five vegetable dishes and four covers Two fish
drainers Three Butter Boats Eight Pickles Twenty three Soup plates
Fifty one dinner plates thirty four pudding plates Thirty three chees
plates Salad Bowl Twenty one flat dishes
Pink desert set Eleven dishes Twenty four plates Two tureens and
stands Six Jugs Tea pot Brown & gold tea set Tea pot Sugar and
stand & Covers Slop Bowl Cream Jug Six Tea Cups Fourteen coffee
cans 10 Saucers 4 Plates
Pink & Gold Breakfast & Tea service, Eleven plates Two muffin
Plates Two Plates Two dishes Cream, Slop Bason, Twenty six tea
cups Eighteen Saucers Eleven Breakfast Cups and Twelve saucers
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Dairy

Butlers Pantry

Kitchen

Cellar
Billiard Room

Stable
Garden
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Eleven egg cups Green and pink desert set Twelve plates Eleven
dishes (Two cracked)
Two Tureens & stands Four white Jelly moulds Asparagus dish char
pot Two Forms Three armd chairs Table Stand Table Fender & Irons
Tea chest
Table, nine forms, Corner Table
Three Butter Scales Two Butter Basins Sieve Twelve Ginger Beer
Bottles Sundry Brown pots & Bottles in Cupboard Filterer Three
churns Twelve Milk pots Two Briggs Three cream mugs
Twenty one blue finger cups. Four white do Thirteen cut wines
Nineteen champagne Glasses Celery Glass Six quart decanters Six
pint do Two claret Jugs Twenty two claret Glasses Fifty one Wine
Glasses Nine custards Twenty two cut Tumblers Three Jugs Cream
Jug 2 Honey glasses & stands One Cruet Eight cut caraffs Two
sweetmeats & stands Set of six cut dishes Twelve cut wine coolers
Six plain do Supper Tray Butlers Tray & stand Two coffee Biggins
Decanter stands Wine Cooler Bottle Basket Copper Coal Box Hearth
Brush Mahogany cheese tray Oil Lamp Napkin press Ten Jugs Three
tea trays Three waiters Knife & Bread Tray Two tea Kettles Coal Tray
Three bed Candlesticks, Bottle Brush White & gold china Six dishes
twenty one plates Eight Breakfast cups sixteen saucers Nine tea
cups Three coffee cans fifteen saucers 10 Tea cups & plates Three
potting pots Four Egg cups Two cream Jugs Two cut salts six wines
Ten Tumblers Knife tray Tap old desert set (imperfect) Sea lion
Looking Glass Gantry Fourteen Ivory knives & forks Twelve desert
knives & forks Pair of Carvers Beef Carver Twenty three table knives
Twenty four desert do Two pair of Carvers Two oyster knives Supper
set and Try
Blue & white dinner service Tureen stand & Cover Eleven flat dishes
Thirty six dinner plates Seventeen Soup do Ten pudding do Ten
cheese do Salad Bowl Two vegetable dishes Three sauce Tureens
one stand Two ladles Two Jelly moulds Three potting pots Honey
glass two tureen covers & stands Fish drainer Two pie dishes Ten
flat dishes Twelve plates Four china plates Seven tin pudding moulds
Cake tin Eleven hot water plates Hot water dish Warming pan Book
case Two fire guards Bookshelves Two tins 4 tin Candlesticks Two
brass candlesticks Two shaving cans Eight knives & ten forks
Thirteen spoons Coffee Mill Four tin canisters Sugar nippers Eight
Retiring Chairs Round Table Two Cake boxes Italian Iron Two flat
irons Three box irons Kitchen fender Tongs Poker coal rake Coffee
Biggin Hastner and Jack Crimping machine Egg stand and Scales &
weights Two paste Boards Sieve dutch oven & stand Two steamers
Six Iron pans Twelve tin pans Two copper pans Brass pan Two fry
pans One Gird Iron Brawn Tin Twelve Bread Tins Cullender Candle
box Gravy strainer Grater Two funnels Tin pie dish Chopping knife
Dredging Box Two Egg Slices Slopcan Spoons salt box Syle Saw
Three water cans Tea Kitchen Two Iron Kettles Fendercoal box Knife
Board stock Wood Basin Stable Lantern Bird Cage Wood Basket
Step Ladder Shovel Brush Bucket
Bottle Rack Stilliage Two Scrapers Door Mat
Twelve chairs Two Coal Vases Two flower stands Mahogany Table &
cover Fender Fire guard Spar ornaments Coal Box Three balls
Twenty nine sticks Four pieces of cloth Fourteen skin and other mats
Four Hay fork & knife Manure Fork Two Barrows Two Buckets Sey
the Garden frame One pair of wheels
Two Garden frames Garden Engine Seven Sea cale pots 7 doz & 6
Flower pots Five Flower pots and Garden line Weeder Dutch Hoe
Rake Fork Spade Hoe Barrow Four frames for peach house Syringe
Thermometer Step Ladder watering can Small rake garden roller
chair

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Mash Tub, Terns, Briggs & stirrer Three barrels, Tub, Piggin, Spout,
Gantry Shovel & rake, Riddle Water Cask, Wood House

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Appendix 5: 1850 Inventory
Harrison looking over furniture and compiling inventory of goods damaged or missing
– apparently let to a Mr Wilson at this point? (CRO(K) WD/MM/998/119):
‘List of Furniture wanting and broken at Hill Top Octr 15th 1850.
Dining Room
Spirit Bottle (broken)
Blue Sugar Glass
Library
1 dice & 1 man for Backgammon Box
1 Chimney Ornament (broken)
Saloon
door Porter (broken)
Flower tube
Drawing Room
Paper Knife
Drab Bed Room 1 Chamber (cracked)
Buff Bed Room
Shovel
Blue Bed Room
Soap Tray
Pink Room
Bedsteps (damaged)
Stop Jar (Broken)
China Candlestick
Brown Bed Room
1 Chamber (broken)
Lining Soap Tray
Dressing Room
1 Chamber (broken)
Housemaids Closet
2 Bannister Brushes
1 Water Can
1 Coal Box
Furniture Brush
Nursery
Foot Bath
Candle Safe
Nursery Bed Room
Wash Ware
Card Rack
Servants Bed Room
Wash Jug
Mens Room
Hat Stand (broken)
Wash Ware
Bed Room
2 Chairs (broken)
Lobby up Stairs
door Porter
Best dinner Service
1 Vegetable dish
3 Pye dishes, 1 Pudding Plate
Blue & White dinner service
Soup Tureen Stand (broken)
4 Sauce Tureen Stands
3 Rool dishes, 2 Pickles
12 Pudding plates, 32 Cheese plates
19 Flat dishes
1 Tea Pot
Pink & Gold
2 Plates, 4 Tea & Coffee Cups, 5 cups (cracked)
3 Saucers, Breakfast Cup & Saucer
Pink & Green dessert 1 Centre dish broke. 5 dishes they say they never had.
China Closet
Tongs & poker
Dairy
1 Cream Mug, 9 Milk Pots, Butter Bason (broken)
Glass
1 Claret Jug (cracked), 1 Claret Glass
Wines
1 Custard, 1 Tumbler, 1 Jug (cracked), 1 Cream Jug (cracked)
2 Cut Salts (Snipt) 4 Tumblers
Butlers Pantry
Coffee (without spout)
White & Gold China
1 dish, 7 Plates, 4 Tea Cups. 1 Coffee Can
2 Breakfast Cups, 9 Tea Saucers, 1 Egg Cup
1 Knife Tray
4 Table Knives & 2 Forks, 1 dessert fork & 1 Fork
1 Table Knife, Looking Glass
Kitchen
Blue & White dinner Service
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Billiard Room
Brew House
Cellar

1 Soup plate, 4 Soup plates cracked
11 dinner plates
7 Pudding plates, 10 Cheese plates
2 Rool dishes. 2 Sauce Tureens
2 Sauce Ladles, Honey Glass
7 Flat dishes, 3 dishes, 12 Plates
1 China Plate
2 Tin Bed Candlesticks
1 Brass Bed Candlestick
10 Spoons, 4 Knives & forks
1 Billiard Stick
Garden Fork,
Ganntree, 3 Barrels
Stillage
John Townley, Sun Street, Lancaster’

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Figure 1: General site location

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 1: Part of Jefferys’ map of 1770 showing Hill Top and naming ‘Mr Robinson’ as
the owner

Plate 2: Part of Greenwood and Greenwood’s map of 1824 showing Hill Top and the
Midge Monument
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 3: Part of Hodgson’s map of 1828 showing Hill Top

Plate 4: Part of the Corn Rent map of c1836 (CRO(K) WQ/R/C 18 c1836) showing
Hill Top

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 5: View of Hill Top from the letting prospectus of 1847 (CRO(K)
WD/MM/998/119 18th-19th century)

Plate 6: Part of the estate map of 1857 (CRO(K) WD/U/Box 46/5 1834-1857)

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
© Greenlane Archaeology Ltd, August 2007
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Plate 7: Sale plan of 1857 showing Hill Top (CRO(K) WD/U/Box 46/5 1834-1857)

Plate 8: Sale plan of 1858 showing Hill Top (CRO(K) WD/U/Box 46/4 1766-1875)

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 9: Part of the Ordnance Survey map of 1862 showing Hill Top

Plate 10: Part of the Ordnance Survey map of c1862 showing Hill Top

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 11 (left): Elevation showing glazed pergola or porch (left) (CRO(K) WDB/76/91
n.d.)
Plate 12 (right): Plan showing position of pergola in relation to garden paths (CRO(K)
WDB/76/91 n.d.)

Plate 13: Plan showing position of pergola or porch in relation to proposed (?) garden
paths (CRO(K) WDB/76/91 n.d.)

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 14: Elevation showing re-glazing of pergola frontage and new step (CRO(K)
WDB/76/91 n.d.)

Plate 15: Detail of frontage shown above (CRO(K) WDB/76/91 n.d.)

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 16: Plan showing new step proposed for re-glazed pergola or conservatory
(CRO(K) WDB/76/91 n.d.)

Plate 17: Elevations and section showing the sides of the re-glazed pergola or
conservatory and the associated gate (CRO(K) WDB/76/91 n.d.)

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 18: Undated photograph entitled ‘Hilltop’, Oxenholme, Kendal, for Mrs Rankin
(CRO(K) WDB 86/9/21 n.d.), showing glazed pergola

Plate 19: Part of the Ordnance Survey map of 1898 showing Hill Top

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 20: Drainage plan for JR Gregg, 1901 (CRO(K) WDB 25/1882/95 1901)
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 21: Photograph from within Holme Park School showing the rear elevation of
the building probably taken on the occasion of John Rankin becoming High Sheriff of
Westmorland in 1910

Plate 22: Part of the Ordnance Survey map of 1914 showing Hill Top
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Plate 23: Plan showing the new portico or porch and the associated gardens and
existing house (CRO(K) WDB/76/91 n.d.)

Plate 24: Elevation showing the new portico or porch and the front of the house
(CRO(K) WDB/76/91 n.d.)
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Plate 25: Undated photograph showing part of the south elevation (CRO(K) WDB
86/9/21 n.d.)

Plate 26: Undated photograph showing portico (CRO(K) WDB 86/9/21 n.d.)
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Plate 27: Detail from previous photograph showing hopper dated 1872(?) (CRO(K)
WDB 86/9/21 n.d.)

Plate 28: Part of the Ordnance Survey map of 1938 showing Hill Top
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Plate 29: Part of the Ordnance Survey map of 1957 showing Hill Top

Plate 30: Part of the Ordnance Survey map of 1967 showing Hill Top
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Plate 31: Part of the Ordnance Survey map of 1971 showing the school

Plate 32: A late 20th century view of the south elevation (Martin 2004, 226)
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Plate 33: A modern view of the south elevation
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Plate 34: Detail of west windows, main south elevation

Plate 35: Detail of central first floor window, main south elevation
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 36: Central doorway and steps, main south elevation

Plate 37: General view of the west return of the main south elevation and the west
end of the south elevation
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 38: General view of the west elevation

Plate 39: General view of the whole of the west end of the north elevation

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 40: Detail of the west elevation within the yard to the north, showing the
blocked doorway on the west side of the north elevation

Plate 41: Detail of the east side of the north elevation
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 42: The south-east corner of the yard, north elevation

Plate 43: Detail of southern section of monopitch roof supported by posts on the east
side of the yard to the north

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 44: North elevation, east of the yard

Plate 45: Detail of the return to the south on the west side of the north elevation

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 46: General view of the central and eastern part of the north elevation

Plate 47: Detail of the main south entrance showing remodelling

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 48: Detail of the east side of the main entrance hall

Plate 49: Detail showing the west side and roof light of the billiard room
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 50: Possible wall stub on the north side of cellar Room 1

Plate 51: Gritstone stairs at the north end of cellar Room 2

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 52: Blocked slate steps in cellar Room 2

Plate 53: Bricks forming a drain and step in cellar Room 3
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 54: General view of cellar Room 5

Plate 55: Slate benches in the north-west corner of cellar Room 7
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 56: North side of the blocked window in the west elevation of cellar Room 7

Plate 57: Raised and fielded panel stud wall in ground floor Room 1
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 58: Re-used panels in the north-east corner of ground floor Room 1

Plate 59: Flag floor in ground floor Room 2
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 60: Cornice in ground floor Room 3

Plate 61: Blocked fireplace in ground floor Room 3
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 62: Inserted door with concrete block below, east elevation of ground floor
Room 4

Plate 63: Augmented rail on the north wall of ground floor Room 5

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 64: General view of east side of ground floor Room 6

Plate 65: Door in south wall of ground floor Room 6
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 66: Concrete steps leading out of the east side of ground floor Room 7

Plate 67: Fireplace on north side of ground floor Room 8 with in-built shelves to the
east

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 68: Junction of the two cupboards in the south-west corner of ground floor
Room 8

Plate 69: Large dresser or cupboard against the south elevation ground floor Room 8

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 70: Panelled door on west side of south elevation, ground floor Room 8

Plate 71: Door to west, ground floor Room 9
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 72: Doorway and steps on the east side of ground floor Room 11

Plate 73: Slate shelves against the east wall of ground floor Room 12
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 74: Detail of the stairs in ground floor Room 13

Plate 75: Servants’ bells attached to the south elevation of ground floor Room 13

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 76: Detail of the cornice in ground floor Room 14

Plate 77: Doorway on the east side of ground floor Room 14
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 78: Doorway on the east side of ground floor Room 14a

Plate 79: Tiled floor in ground floor Room 15

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 80: Ceiling boss in ground floor Room 15

Plate 81: Detail of cornice in ground floor Room 15

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 82: Door to north, ground floor Room 15

Plate 83: Doorway to south in ground floor Room 15 with painted fanlight

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 84: Decorative radiator cover against south elevation, ground floor Room 15

Plate 85: Detail of chamfered beam and cornice in ground floor Room 16

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 86: Staircase in ground floor Room 16

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 87: Detail of painted fanlight above door in north elevation, ground floor Room
16

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 88: Detail of urn on painted fanlight above doorway in north elevation, ground
floor Room 16

Plate 89: Detail of cherubs and lion in painted fanlight above door in north elevation,
ground floor Room 16

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 90: Engaged pilaster east of the doorway on the north elevation, ground floor
Room 16

Plate 91: Fireplace against the east elevation, ground floor Room 16
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 92: Detail of cornice in ground floor Room 17

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 93: Detail of ceiling rose, ground floor Room 18

Plate 94: Detail of cornice, ground floor Room 18
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 95: Northern door in east elevation, ground floor Room 18

Plate 96: Dresser against east elevation
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 97: Fireplace against the west elevation, ground floor Room 18

Plate 98: Detail of cornice and beam in ground floor Room 19

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 99: Example of bookshelves, west side of ground floor Room 19, incorporating
‘secret’ doorway

Plate 100: Fireplace, north elevation ground floor Room 19
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 101: Detail of fluted columns and engaged pilasters in ground floor Room 20

Plate 102: Fireplace against north elevation, ground floor Room 20
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 103: Door to east, ground floor Room 20

Plate 104: Detail of cornice, ground floor Room 21
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 105: Doorway in north side of east elevation, ground floor Room 21

Plate 106: Fireplace against east elevation, ground floor Room 21
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 107: Inserted doorway, south end of east elevation, ground floor Room 21

Plate 108: Roof light in ground floor Room 22
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 109: Detail of the cornice in ground floor Room 22

Plate 110: Detail of window in north elevation, ground floor Room 22
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 111: Fireplace against east elevation, ground floor Room 22

Plate 112: Door in south elevation, ground floor Room 22
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 113: Carved billiard cue rack in north-west corner, ground floor Room 22

Plate 114: Detail of decorative features in west elevation, ground floor Room 23

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 115: Detail of cornice in ground floor Room 24

Plate 116: Outshut scar against the north elevation of ground floor Room 25
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 117: Rebuilt(?) window in west elevation of ground floor Room 25

Plate 118: Doorway in west elevation of ground floor Room 25, leading to cellar
Room 1
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 119: Doorway between first floor Rooms 1 and 2

Plate 120: Iron fireplace against the east elevation of first floor Room 3
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 121: Scars for partition wall in ceiling of first floor Room 4

Plate 122: Re-used panelling on the east side of first floor Room 5
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 123: Bell pull and servants’ bell on south elevation of first floor Room 5

Plate 124: Fireplace against south elevation of first floor Room 7

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 125: Fireplace in first floor Room 8

Plate 126: Truncated cornice in first floor Room 9

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 127: Stairs in south-west corner, first floor Room 9

Plate 128: Detail of cornice in western part of first floor Room 9
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 129: Inserted doorway and stairs in south side of western part of first floor
Room 9

Plate 130: Ceiling light in first floor Room 10
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 131: Detail of cornice in first floor Room 10

Plate 132: Partition walls added to the north-east corner of first floor Room 10

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 133: Fireplace against north elevation of first floor Room 8

Plate 134: Ceiling light and cornice in first floor Room 12

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 135: Doorways in south-east corner of first floor Room 12

Plate 136: Cornice in first floor Room 14

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 137: Fireplace against north elevation, first floor Room 16

Plate 138: East end of first floor Room 17
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 139: Cornice north of beam in first floor Room 19

Plate 140: Cornice south of beam in first floor Room 19

Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 141: Inserted walls in north-east corner of first floor Room 19

Plate 142: Fireplace against east elevation, first floor Room 19
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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Plate 143: Window at south end of east elevation, first floor Room 19

Plate 144: Window of number 41 Highgate constructed c1812 by William Fisher,
showing similar engaged columns with Scotia-moulded capitals and octagonal bases
to those present in Holme Park School
Client: Applethwaite Ltd
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